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The design and analysis of rock slopes are governed by 
the discontinuities in the rock mass. The spatial 
orientation of these discontinuities and the shearing 
resistance along them govern the stability of rock slopes.
The stability analysis of tetrahedral wedges present in 
unfavorable orientations to specific design sectors of a 
pit depends on the conditions found in the rock mass. The 
short- and long-term stability of tetrahedral wedges, in a 
particular design sector of a pit depends on the strength of 
the discontinuities, both instantaneous and over a long 
period of time. The conservative approach to analysis is 
one that considers the mean joint planes forming the wedge 
as continuous on the scale of the slope considered. However, 
if the current slope angle in a design sector has shown no 
instability and it is necessary to specify the final pushback 
slope angle for that sector, then the contribution of the 
intact rock strength in the failure planes of the potentially 
failing wedge showed might be considered.
Of all the external forces acting on a tetrahedral 
wedge of rock in a stability wedge analysis, perhaps the most 
dangerous are those associated with porewater. No general 
rules can be given for the analysis of this parameter, 
because of its great variation in open pit situations and
• • •
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wide range of geometric combinations possible in actual rock 
slope problems.
The maximum or “worst case” scenario, relative to 
water pressure acting on potential failure wedges should be 
conservatively analyzed for the more common situations found 
in open pits.
Graphical methods of wedge analysis, such as those 
presented, can be useful for field applications and play an 
important part in the progressive design of slopes in rock. 
These methods, despite their limitations, permit a rapid 
assessment of the influence of variations in the parameters 
affecting the stability of slopes being evaluated. Speed of 
analysis and basic conservatism recommends their use in rock 
slope design and analysis, as demonstrated by the example in 
Appendix A.
The vector analysis method presented, although 
conservative, provides an initial approximation of the static 
stability of wedges in a rock mass. Vector analysis as 
shown in the example in Appendix B, permits determination 
of possible modes of wedge instability, either by sliding 
or rotation of the planes of weakness.
Finally the shear strength input parameters used in any 
method of wedge stability analysis must be carefully 
quantified and reasonably represent the properties of the 
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In this report, the analysis of the wedge structure 
in rock slopes is sketched as follows :
1) Analysis of Fractures in Rock Slope Engineering.
In this section, a general review is presented with respect 
to the type of projections used for the analysis of fractures 
in rock slope faces. Some graphical operations and 
constructions concerned with angular relations between 
planes and lines are established, a statistical analysis
of the rock fabric elements is presented, and_. a form for
^ --------------rt----------^---------- rrt---------------------------- -■^.....1[fT||r w,r .̂ m-imwiMiiili— >Mlf HBMllHl MT- I '» ' “ in*1 *  *
determining the mean orientation of fracture sets for use 
in design of _a_sector. .of_a_pi_t_is_,deve 1 oped.
2) Strength Properties of Continuous Fractures. In 
this section, the parameters that influence the response of 
discontinuities in the rock to stress are analysed and three 
approaches for quantifying the peak shear strength of 
continuous rock fractures are presented.
3) Preliminary Graphical Stability Analysis of 
Tetrahedral Wedges in Rock Slopes. In this section, the 
possibility and the direction of sliding of tetrahedral 
wedges are analysed for different slope configurations.
Quick graphical methods for the rapid assessment of the 
wedge stability along persistent discontinuities in the rock 
mass are presented, taking into consideration only the
SR-2595 2
frictional resistance of the mean planes of weakness.
b) Graphical Stability Determination for a fledge 
Structure Utilizing: the Reference Hemisphere. In this 
section, the analysis of wedge stability for the mean 
orientation of the planes of weakness is performed taking 
into consideration the frictional and cohesional resistance 
of each plane of weakness and the influence of the porewater 
pressure acting on each plane of weakness, including a wedge 
release plane. The graphical analysis of the stability of 
the potential tetrahedral wedge of failure is analysed as 
follows.
A' a) The mean planes of the fracture sets forming the
wedge are considered continuous on the scale of the slope 
considered.
/fc b) The mean planes of the fracture sets forming the
wedge are considered discontinuous on the scale of the 
slope considered. In the later case, the total resistance 
against sliding of the wedge is estimated considering the 
properties of the intact and broken rock portions of each 
mean plane of weakness.
5) Vectorial Analysis of Wedge Structures. In this 
section, the stability of the wedge is evaluated considering 
the mean planes of fracture as continuous on the scale of the 
slope considered. The total resistance against sliding for
£)R-2595 3
each mean plane of weakness is established considering the 
cohesional and frictional properties and the porewater 
pressures acting on the planes of weakness forming the wedge 
and wedge release fracture.
Appendix A presents the analysis of the stability of a 
wedge for a design sector of the northwall of the Pinto 
Valley pit. Appendix B shows a vectorial analysis of the 
stability of a hypothetical wedge.
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2. ANALYSIS OF FRACTURES IN ROCK SLOPS ENGINEERING
SPHERICAL PROJECTIONS IN ENGINEERING SLOPE STABILITY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The orientation (dip direction and dip) of planes or 
lines in space are represented by the intersection of the 
plane or line with the surface of a reference sphere, through 
whose center the plane or line passes. A plane can also be 
represented by the intersection of its normal with the sphere 
(the pole of the plane), which will plot as a point located 
90 degrees from the great circle (plane), in both the upper 
and lower hemispheres of the sphere.
To communicate this information, a two dimensional 
representation of the spherical projection is necessary. 
Several types of projection can be used to transfer great 
circles and points from the spherical surface to the 
equatorial plane of the sphere.
2.2 THE EQUAL ANGLE PROJECTION (THE rtULFF STEREONET)
Figures 1 and 2 show the lower hemisphere, equal angle 
projection of a point from the surface of the sphere to the 
equatorial plane.
A line is drawn from point P, on the sphere, to the 
upper pole, U, of the equatorial plane. The intersection
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PI00R3 1. EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION FROM LOWER H2MI3PHER: 
EQUATORIAL PLANE OF THE SPHERE.
TO
u
FIGURE 2. PROFILE OF SPHERE SHOWING METHOD OF EQUAL-ANGLE 
LOWER HEMISPHERE PROJECTION.
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of this line with the equatorial plane (P *) is the desired 
projection of point P. In Figure 1, the projection of plane 
A (PA) and point P from the lower hemisphere to the 
equatorial plane is shown; the projection of plane A plots 
as an arc of a circle (or line of meridian) on the equatorial 
plane.
The projection of a vertical plane will project as a 
straight line through the origin of the equatorial plane. A 
horizontal plane will project as a line of meridian having a 
radius equal to the radius of the sphere, with the same 
origin. All points projected from the lower hemisphere will 
plot within the circle on the equatorial plane. Points from 
the upper hemisphere projected on the equatorial plane will 
plot outside the radius of the sphere, as can be seen for 
the projection Q* of point Q in Figure 2 .
A diagram of the stereonet obtained from an equal angle, 
lower hemisphere projection is shown in Figure 3«
2.3 SCHMIDT-LAMBERT EQUAL AREA PROJECTION
A Schmidt-Larabert equal area projection may be constructed 
by rotating each point of intersection of the parallels and 
meridians on the hemisphere into a projection plane (a plane 
tangent to the hemisphere), about the point of tangency in 
a plane normal to the projection plane. If the projection
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FIGURE 3. EQUAL-ANGLE PROJECTION (NULFF NET) .
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plane is tangent to the hemisphere at it& pole, the 
projection is a polar equal-area projection, useful for the 
treatment of grouped data; if the point of tangency lies on 
the equator, the projection is called a meridional equal- 
area projection.
The construction of a meridional projection is depicted 
in Figure **; where XY is the projection plane, T the point 
of tangency, and Q the intersection of the parallel and 
the meridian X  • Q is to be rotated to Q* in the plane XY; 
TQ is used as a radius, and it is also the distance from the 
center of the projection (T) to the projected point Q'. The 
problem is to find the coordinates x,y of this rotation.
This is accomplished by considering the triangle PTQ.
From the law of cosines in spherical trigonometry, we 
have: cos TQ s cos PQ cos PT + sin PQ sin PT cos QPT (l)
Since PT * 3t/2; sin PQ * cos p , and QPT = X  ,
Equation (l) becomes: cos TQ = cos P cosX (2)
Now letting TQ = « , we find the length of the line TQ
to be:
TQ = 2a sin « /2, where a = radius of the sphere. (3)
From the law of sines of spherical trigonometry in -^TQR, 
we have:
sin -^RTQ _ sin ^TRQ 
sin sin «
Since RTQ = 9, and TRQ « */2, Equation (*0 becomes:
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FIGURE 1*. RELATIONS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LAMBERT 
EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION (DOELL, I960).
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sin 9 = sin (3 /sin« 
rfe may get the desired coordinates from:
x = TQ sin 9 x = 2a (sin « /2)sin 0
or
y s TQ cos 9 y * 2a (sin a /2)cos 9
The polar and meridional equal area projections are 
presented in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
An analysis of the projections above mentioned give us 
the following insight.
The principal advantage of an equal angle projection 
is that it is direction-true. Circles on the sphere 
project as circles on the projection, and angles between lines 
on the sphere are preserved on the projection. Its main 
disadvantage is that it is not area-true along any radius 
from the center to the periphery of the stereonet; this 
aspect can be seen with the areas A and A^ shown in Figure 3* 
The equal-area projection distorts directions and 
shapes, but as its name implies, it gives the same areal 
relations on the projection that were on the sphere. A 
further slight advantage of the equal-area projection is 
that the accuracy with which points may be plotted on it 
is nearly uniform over the entire projection, whereas on 
the equal angle projection, the accuracy of plotting varies 
by a factor of two.
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FIGURE 5 . MERIDIONAL EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION
FIGURE 6. POLAR EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION.
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Since in rock slope engineering we are concerned with 
grouped data, quantitative assessment on the equal angle 
projection will he inaccurate due to area distortions. The 
errors in the determination of the statistical distribution 
of the structural features in this projection must be 
minimized by using a special grid for counting plotted 
poles; whereas in a Schmidt-Lambert equal-area net, the
statistical distribution of the structural features are
)•
obtained in a direct manner.
Taking into consideration the advantages and 
disadvantages above mentioned: it is suggested that the
plotting process, and the statistical treatment of 
structural patterns would be better performed on a polar 
equal-area projection. The subsequent graphical stability 
analyses could be effected in either a hemispherical equal- 
area projection or an equal-angle projection.
2.k GEOMETRIC USE OF THE HEMISPHERICAL EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION
Following are some general graphic operations and 
constructions, concerned with angular relations between 
planes and lines, widely used in rock slope engineering.
Each is illustrated by an example for which data are given, 
and is accompanied by a figure. The reader can follow and 
check these constructions by plotting the given data in the 
manner described below and comparing the results with
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corresponding figures.
The first step in every construction is to mark 
arbitrarily selected reference axes on the overlay. In 
the following examples, the plane of projection is 
horizontal, the reference axes are geographic (NS, EW, and 
vertical), and the draftsman is looking downward, so that 
only a north mark need be placed upon the basic circle of 
the projection.
1. To plot a planes
A plane may be plotted either as a trace (projection of 
the great circle on which it intersects the reference 
hemisphere) or as a pole (projection of the impingement 
point— the point at which the normal to the plane cuts the 
reference hemisphere).
Let a plane P dip 70° in a dip direction (dip azimuth) 
of 1?0°; the great circle and the pole representing this 
plane are constructed as follows (use Figure 7 to follow 
example):
a) Measure off the dip direction of 170° clockwise 
from the north and mark this position on the circumference 
of the net.
b) Rotate tracing of the meridional net until the dip 
direction mark lies on the EW axis of the net. Measure 70° 
from the outer circle of the net and trace the great circle 





FIGURE 7. REPRESENTATION OF A PLANE (P) AND POLE (PA ) 
IN A HEMISPHERICAL EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION.
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the overlay in the same position, mark 70° from the center 
along the east-west diameter on the net, where the pole is 
located.
c) The tracing is now rotated back to its original 
position so that the north mark on the tracing coincides 
with the north mark on the net. Figure 7 represents the 
great circle and the pole of a plane dipping ?0° in a 
direction of 170°.
2. To find the line of intersection of two given planes:
Let a plane dip 60° in a dip direction of 150°? 
and plane dip 50° in a dip direction of 250°. It is 
required to find the trend and the plunge of the line of 
intersection (use Figure 8 to follow example):
a) The planes and P^ are plotted as sketched in 
part 1.
b) The tracing is now rotated until the intersection 
of the two great circles lies along the EW axis of the 
equal-area projection and the plunge of the line of inter­
section measures, 42° in this example.
c) The tracing is now rotated until the north mark 
coincides with the north point on the stereonet and the 
trend (azimuth) of the line of intersection is found, 209° 
in this example. Figure 8 represents the trend and plunge 
of the intersection line of the two planes.
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FIGURE 8. TREND AND PLUNGE OF THE INTERSECTION LINS OF 
TWO PLANES IN A HEMISPHERICAL EQUAL-AREA 
PROJECTION.
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3. To find the angle between two given planes:
Let plane dip 60° in a dip direction of 220°, and 
plane P2 dip ^0° in a dip direction of 100°. It is required 
to find the angle between the planes.
a) The planes P^ and P^ are plotted as sketched in 
part 1.
b) The points L^ and which define the poles of these 
planes are plotted on the meridional projection as described 
under procedures for locating the pole.
c) Rotate the overlay until poles and L2 lie on a 
great circle of the projection. The angle between the two 
poles can now be measured directly along this great circle. 
In Figure 9» the angle between the poles is 83°, and between 
the planes is 97°.
The great circle on which poles and L2 lie defines 
a plane which is normal to the intersection line I ^  °T 
planes P^ and P2* and the dip and dip direction of this 
plane are found to be 6l° and 329°» respectively.
2.5 TYPE OF DISCONTINUITIES PRESENT IN ROCK SLOPE 
ENGINEERING.
A distinction has to be made in rock slope engineering 
between major and minor discontinuities. The terms major 
and minor are related to the size of either a pit or quarry. 
Major discontinuities are those which continue across 
several benches, at least three, in a pit. Typical examples
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FIGURE 9. DETERMINATION OF THE ANGLE BETWEEN TWO PLANES IN 
A HEMISPHERICAL EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION.
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of major discontinuities are: faults, boundaries between 
rock types, zones of weathering, etc.
Minor discontinuities usually extend from 6 to 60 feet. 
Single minor discontinuities have limited influence on 
general slope stability problems. However due to their 
repetition in the field and systematic orientation as joint 
fracture sets such minor discontinuities can influence the 
stability of a pit. Typical examples of these types of 
fractures are: joints, bedding planes, cleavage, etc.
Both types of discontinuities can be mapped using the 
detail line method, which is a systematic spot sampling 
technique. This method of sampling has been developed by 
various engineers (Hastead et al, 1968? Piteau, 1970a; 
Piteau, 1970b; Call, 1972; Savely, 1972).
The principal characteristics to be measured in major 
discontinuities in the detail line are as follows.
a) Location: the position of a discontinuity is 
specified by the distance from the origin of the survey.
b) Orientation: the bearing and inclination of a 
discontinuity can be described by its dip direction and dip 
angle; as well as by its strike and dip. The orientation 
of discontinuities with respect to the slope face 
orientation defines their potential as failure planes.
c) Waviness: all geological discontinuities have
an inherent surface roughness and undulations about a mean
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planar surface; "both contribute to shear resistance.
d) Strength of fillings and fracture surfaces: shear 
resistance is controlled by the strength of fillings and by 
the hardness of fracture surfaces. Different types of 
filling can be found in discontinuities, and its influence on 
the fracture shear strength must be quantified.
e) Groundwater: fundamental changes in slope stability
are due to the influence of this parameter; particularly when 
pore water pressure increases within or behind impermeable 
fractures.
f) Continuity: This parameter indicates the portion of 
a rock mass where material continuity is interrupted.
g) Spacing: defined as the distance between 
discontinuities perpendicular to their orientation.
h) Aperture: defined as the perpendicular distance
between walls of an open fracture.
i) Rock type.
It is important to emphasize that the properties of 
the discontinuities above mentioned are the most relevant 
in a rock slope stability analysis. The influence of 
others will depend on particular conditions present in the 
ground.
For more information about this topic, the following 
references are suggested: Piteau, 1970; Call, 1972; Savely,
1972; Coates, 1977•
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As can be seen, a distinction must be made between major 
and minor discontinuities in the analysis of fractures. The 
importance of major geologic structures on slope design will 
be dependent on location, orientation, frequency of 
occurrence in relation to the location and geometry of a 
specific design sector of a pit. Due to the nature of this 
type of major discontinuity, it is considered to be 
continuous for some considerable distance; i.e., if slope 
failure occurs, it will probably take place along the 
discontinuity or within its filling. The shear strength 
parameters of design will be a function of either the 
cohesional and frictional properties along the fracture or 
of the material properties of the filling.
Under the above mentioned conditions, a stability 
analysis will be required for studying the possible modes 
of instability for typical slope face configurations in a 
design sector of a pit.
iith the minor discontinuities or rock fabric elements, 
the trace length and joint spacing probably play a principal 
role. These two parameters can serve to indicate the 
proportions of intact and broken rock found in a design 
fracture set. The shear strength parameters of design for this 
situation will be a function of the intact and broken rock 
properties along the plane of failure. If failure takes
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place along the discontinuity, bridges of intact rock must be 
removed. The treatment of this fracture type in open 
pit slope design can be effectuated either by taking the 
mean values of the design fracture sets or by defining the 
appropriate distributions for each variable used in the design 
and carrying out a probabilistic analysis.
2.6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROCK FABRIC ELEMENTS IN A 
ROCK SLOPE
In plotting measurements of dip and dip direction it is 
convenient to work with poles rather than great circles, 
since the poles can be plotted directly on a polar equal-area 
net such as that given on page 11. Schmidt lower hemisphere 
point plots and contoured percent plots are used for 
defining the joint sets measured along each detail line.
If a contouring method is used for defining joint sets, 
care must be taken in using the most convenient technique 
for the contouring process. Several methods of contouring 
pole plots have been suggested (Phillips, 1971; Badgley,
1959; Friedman, 1963; Ragan, 1978). However, the best 
results are obtained using the approach developed by Denness 
(1970, 1972), which overcomes certain disadvantages, 
particularly when dealing with pole concentrations close to 
the circumference of the net.
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The contoured pole diagram is a necessary aid in slope 
stability analysis. A problem commonly presented when 
using this system is due to the change of a circular cluster 
shape to eliptical toward the outside of the equal-area 
projection. This makes the posterior statistical analysis 
of the dip values in the joint set more complicated.
The best_application of this approach in rock slope 
stability analysis is presented when using the modal 
orientations of dip and dip direction angles as input 
design parameters.
If a point plot is used for the treatment of the 
measurements o f j o int orientations in a cluster, the mean 
orientation and value of dispersion about this mean can be 
obtained as follows.
a) Determination of a joint set based on engineering
judgement.
— ^ b) Determination of mean orientation in each cluster.
In this step, the joint orientation values in the joint set
are modelled as vectors.
  c) Determination of the dispersion from the mean
value.
The point plot method is preferable for the treatment 
of joint orientations in the cluster, because once the joint 
sets have been determined, the various characteristics from
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all the fractures falling within the joint set can be 
combined to form mathematical distributions.
2.7 DISTRIBUTION OF JOINT SET CHARACTERISTICS
Each individual joint has a dip, a length, spacing and a 
waviness angle. Class intervals are chosen and histograms 
of each characteristics for each set of similarly oriented 
joints are constructed. The curve that best fits the data 
distribution is determined.
2.7.1 DIP DISTRIBUTION
Analyses of rock fabric elements from various open pits 
have shown_dip distributions to be approximated by a normal 
distribution. All of the dips in the joint set are divided 
into classes, usually by five-degree intervals.
The histogram is constructed based on the percentage of 
the total number of observations in the set that fall into 
each class interval. A mean and standard deviation are 
calculated that can be used in the stability analysis or 
used to compute the probability of daylighting the design 
set with a specific slope angle.
2.7.2 LENGTH, SPACING AND WAVINESS ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS
Length, spacing, and waviness angle of fracture sets 
basically have negative exponential distributions. The
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measured characteristics are first accumulated in histograms; 
then a cumulative frequency distribution is fitted to the 
data, forcing the curve through the data points and 100̂ 5.
Then these distributions can be expressed in the exponential 
form y = e ; the coefficient a is expressed by the 
reciprocal of the mean value.
Although the normal and negative exponential curves_ 
seem to fit the data, other distribution forms can be fitted 
to the data for a joint set.
2.7.3 FRACTURE FILLING, THICKNESS, AND WATER CONDITIONS
Fracture filling and thickness can directly affect the 
shear strength of a fracture. If appreciable gouge is 
present, the shear strength along the fracture may be the 
shear strength of the gouge.
Filling and thickness also influence permeability of 
the rock mass, since larger aperture openings and granular 
filling can produce a highly permeable or water carrying 
fracture. Water at the rock exposure may follow a preferred 
orientation that would be of major importance in the design 
of drainage systems to alleviate water pressures on the 
fracture surfaces.
2.8 ANALYSIS OP JOINT FRACTURE SETS
The above mentioned analyses can be performed for the
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joint sets measured along a detail line. In this stage, 
it is necessary to define the joint fracture sets for the 
different design sectors in a structural domain.
A design sector is formed by a finite number of detail 
lines. Correlations within and between joint sets in the 
different design sectors are necessary for obtaining the 
joint fracture sets for design within a structural domain.
The analysis for obtaining the joint fracture sets is 
performed as follows*
l) The mean vector of each joint set is plotted in a 
Schmidt equal-area projection.
^ 2) Adjacent mean vectors are compared with the Fisher
Distribution described by Koch and Link (1971)*
^ 3) The F-test is then compared to the ratio obtained
from the mean vectors tested to the theoretical^ frequency 
distribution with the same degrees of freedom, and inspected 
for closeness of fit for a certain risk value.
To find the F-ratio, observations in each individual 
joint set are reduced to their direction cosines. The 
resultant vector of the joint set is found using the 
equation*
where * length of the resultant vector for the joint
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= sum of all the A direction cosines of the 
observations in the joint set.
= sum of all the B direction cosines of the 
observations in the joint set.
C = sum of all the C direction cosines of the 
observations in the joint set.
The direction cosines for A, B and C are found as 
follows.
A = coscx: cos |3> where [3 = strike or dip direction of the
B = cos c* sin observation.
G = sin cA c< = dip angle of the observation.
^  After R^ is determined for joint set i, a confidence
interval for the mean direction of a joint set, named a 
’’cone" of confidence, is calculated. Fisher (1953) showed 
that, for a 90 percent confidence level, the true mean 
direction lies within a circular "cone" whose axis is the 
estimated mean direction, and whose semivertical angle,
is given by the next formula: ^
X  cos V1 =
n - R* (/ . \ Hi-TT
q -^J - l\ where (6) 1 -  --------
Ri
y  = seraivertical angle in degrees 
n s number of observations in the joint set 
R^ = vector resultant of the joint set 
The second statistical procedure is the calculation to
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determine whether two or more joint sets have the same mean 
direction within limits of statistical fluctuation. The 
groups are compared by an F-test, applying the following 
relationships
( 5ni - k.) ( 5R. - R_)F = ----------2---------i---L  (?)
(k1- 1) ( 2ni -2Ri)
Sni = total number of fractures in the joint 
sets.
where: 5R^ = sum of R^ values for the joint sets.
R̂ p = vector resultant for all the fractures 
taken as a single group, 
ki= number of groups.
Degree of freedom in numerator = 2(kj- 1)
and
Degree of freedom in denominator = 2( Ini - k^)
If the F value calculated in Equation 7 is greater than 
the F value given by tables, the conclusion is that the mean 
directions of the joint sets are different.
Repeating this process within and between sectors of 
design in a structural domain, the joint fracture sets of 
design are determined and the structural domains are 
optimized in the pit.
The next step will be to fit new distributions for 
values of dip, trace length, spacing and waviness for each 
design sector in the structural domains in the pit.
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As can be seen, the analysis of the minor discontinuities 
or rock fabric elements must follow a rigorous analysis 
throughout all stages of the pit design. This 
information, together with the operational, economical and 
financial factors will permit the design of optimum slope 
angles for an open pit mine.
It is important to emphasize that in this general and 
brief review of the rock fabric elements, some factors have 
been omitted. For more information about this topic, the 
following references are suggested: Coates, 1977; Call, et al, 
1977; Kim, et al, 1976; Moss, et al, 1978; Kim, et al, 1977•
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3 . STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF ROCK DISCONTINUITIES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In analysing the stability of a rock slope, the 
relationship between the shear strength of the discontinuities 
in the rock mass and the slope orientation of the excavated 
face will determine whether parts of the rock mass are free 
to slide or fall.
The shear strength of the discontinuity will depend on 
wall roughness, intact rock material, water conditions, the 
infilling material, and the amount of arrangement of 
individual blocks. The most dangerous fractures for 
stability are obviously the surfaces that are planar, smooth, 
filled with soft materials, of large area and not interlocked. 
This is the case for shear faults. Less dangerous 
discontinuities are those which have not been subjected to 
large shear displacements in the geological past and where 
there is some interlocking of surface roughness or cementing 
of the surfaces by precipitated infilling.
Determination of reliable shear strength values is a 
critical part of a slope design, because relatively small 
changes in shear strength can result in significant changes 
^ in the safe height or angle of a slope* The choice^ of 
appropriate shear strength values will depend not only upon
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the availability of test data, but also upon a careful 
interpretation of these data in the light of the behavior 
of the rock mass which makes up-the full scale slope>
3.2 SHEAR STRENGTH OF PLANAR DISCONTINUITIES
Consider a number of samples of a block of rock which 
contains a through-going fracture. This fracture is planar 
and cemented, having no surface undulations or roughness.
Each sample is subjected to a normal stress,(Tn, acting 
across the fracture surface, and the shear stress, i , 
required to cause a displacement, v * is measured. Figure 
10a represents this situation.
Plotting the shear stress level at various shear 
displacements for a test carried out at a constant normal 
stress, results in the type of curve shown in Figure 10b.
At small displacements, the specimen behaves elastically 
and the shear stress increases linearly with displacement.
As the forces resisting movement are overcome, the curve 
becomes non-linear, reaching a peak at which the shear 
stress reaches its maximum value.
If the peak shear strength values, obtained at different 
normal stress levels, are plotted, a curve such as that 
illustrated in Figure 10c is obtained. These will be 
approximately linear, with a slope equal to the peak friction
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FIGURE 10b. THEORETICAL SHEAR 










FIGURE 10c. PEAK AND RESIDUAL 
SHEAR STRENGTH CURVES FOR 
PLANAR DISCONTINUITIES.
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angle (j)p and an intercept on the shear stress axis of Cp, 
which is the cohesive strength of the cementing material.
The peak shear strength is defined by the following 
equations
%  P  = Cp + (fn tan <j)p
If the residual shear strength is plotted against the 
normal stress, the next linear relationship is defined by 
the equations
t= <r„ tan <j)p
To obtain a representative residual friction angle, it 
is necessary that gauging occur, and debris be developed on 
the rock surface, even if flat.
If water is present in the fracture, the shear strength 
of the rock discontinuity will be reduced; this reduction 
will produce an effective normal stress as a result of 
water pressure. The normal stress reduction is 
incorporated into the shear strength equation as follows:
% =  c  + ( ( T n  - ft ) tan 
where ft = water pressure within the discontinuity.
C and (j) are related. Either Cp or zero and )̂p or j)p, 
respectively, are used for analysis depending upon whether 
we are concerned with peak or residual shear strength.
3.3 SHEAR STRENGTH OP INCLINED PLANAR DISCONTINUITIES
If the shearing surface is inclined at some angle d, to 
the direction of the shearing force, the following situation 




FIGURE 11. THEORETICAL CURVE OF A SHEAR TEST
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The values of the shear force component parallel to
the inclined surface, and the normal force component (Td. at
a right angle to the inclined surface, are expressed by the 
following equations:
Z d = tcos d - (fsin d (8)
(Pd = P'cos d + ̂ Tsin d (9)
assuming no cohesion for the inclined surface. The shear 
strength will be expressed by the following equation.
X d = (Td tan (p (10)
Using Equation 8 and 9 in Equation 10, the following 
expression is obtained.
= tan (d> + d)
0"n
3 . SHEAR STRENGTH FOR PERSISTENT ROUGH DISCONTINUITIES
This case represents more closely the condition of 
actual rock surfaces. The specimen is subjected to a 
normal force N, equivalent to the in situ normal force; the 
upper half of the specimen is then displaced along the plane 
of discontinuity at a constant rate by the application of 
the shear force S. Figure 12a shows a typical resultant 
shear displacement versus shear force curve for an 
interlocking rough shear surface for a hard rock. However, 
the shape of this curve will vary because it is influenced 
by numerous factors such as: surface roughness, rock quality,
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Shear Displacement
FIGURE 12a. SHEAR DI3PLACEMENT VS. SHEAR FORGE FOR 
INTERLOCKING ROUGH SHEAR SURFACE.
Shear Displacement
FIGURE 12b. PHASES REPRESENTING THE SHEAR STRENGTH OF 
ROUGH PERSISTENT DISCONTINUITIES.
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type of discontinuity, etc.
The shear displacement versus shear force curve, and 
the corresponding normal displacement curve, can be 
separated in four phases represented by A to D as shown in 
Figure 12b. These phases are represented by the following 
shear mechanisms:
Phase A: Called the elastic deformation phase.
Phase B: Represents the upward movement along the inclined
planes of undulation and asperities, until the 
top part of the surface irregularities is 
sheared off or crushed.
Phase C: It represents further crushing and grinding of
irregularities and of loose broken chips; some 
dilatancy is present for the more stable 
undulations.
Phase D: This corresponds to the residual shear
displacement of the specimen.
For practical purposes, phases B and D are the most 
representative for an experiment and correspond to the peak 
and the residual resistance respectively.
A point that is very important to mention here, is 
related to the dilatancy, or override factor. The 
dilatancy (d) due to the inclination can only be fully 
realized if the prevailing stress condition in the asperities 
is low enough to transmit the normal force acting across the
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fracture between the blocks of rock without failure. Under 
this situation, the shear strength behavior will be expressed 
by the following relationship.
^ = G~n tan (<j) + d) (11)
where: d = the dilatancy angle under laboratory conditions.
<J) = the angle of frictional sliding resistance
along the contact surfaces of the asperities.
If the prevailing stress condition and/or the mechanical
properties of the discontinuity walls permit shearing of 
asperities in the sample, a cohesion will appear. In this 
situation, the shear strength of the discontinuity will be 
expressed as follows:
T  = Co + (Tn tan j)Q (12)
where: Co and (j)Q are the Coulomb shear parameter
relating to the strength of planar jointed 
rock material.
//hen considering the shear behavior of irregular rock 
surfaces, Patton (1966) observed that Equation 11 fairly 
well represents the shear strength along such rock surfaces 
in the range of low normal loads, when there are practically 
no shear asperities (Phase A). On the contrary, in the 
range of high normal loads, when most of the irregularities 
are sheared off, he found a different failure criterion, 
Equation 12, to be valid.
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On the basis of experimental information and field 
observations, Patton (1966) found that the value of <j)Q was 
quite close to the angle of residual sliding resistance (0^), 
while Go was found to depend on the strength of rock substance 
and the frequency and geometry of the irregularities on the 
discontinuity surface.
Observation and measurement of joint surface profiles, 
and a related series of residual shear tests on flat, sawn 
rock specimens led him to the conclusion that first order 
and second order irregularities of the joint surface had to 
be differentiated if realistic strength parameters were to be 
obtained through back analysis. Figure 13 demonstrates the 
significance of the two scales of roughness. In essence, 
his conclusion was that an "effective" value (i) had to be 
used, rather than absolute roughness of the small asperities 
lying on the slopes of the first order irregularities. This 
effective angle (i), or effective dilatancy (do), to use in 
the posterior analysis, would be obtained from waviness 
measurements in the field.
Combined together, the two failure criteria, represented 
by Equations 11 and 12, enabled Patton to obtain the bilinear 
maximum strength envelope shown in Figure 1^. This bilinear 
envelope fairly well describes the shear strength for shearing 
along planar surfaces containing a number of regular and equal
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FIGURE 13. AN EXAMPLE OF A DISCONTINUITY ILLUSTRATING FIRST 




FIGURE lk. BILINEAR CRITERIA OF FAILURE (PATTON, 1966)
FIGURE 15. PORTATIL SHEAR TESTING MACHINE FOR ANALYSIS OF 
GROUND CONDITIONS.
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teeth; however, a less accurate approximation is obtained 
when compared with the results of shear tests along 
irregular rock surfaces, for which continuous curved failure 
envelopes are normally obtained.
Seeing the "limitations" of the bilinear criteria of 
failure developed by Patton (1966), Ladanyi and Archambault
(1970) developed a more general model of failure. They 
studied theoretically and experimentally the transition from 
dilation, or overriding, to shearing of asperities, proposing 
the following equation for peak shear strength.
(, = the shear strength of the intact rock
material.
At very low normal stress values, at the limit, i.e., when 
A —  0 , and v —  tan i, Squation 13» is reduced toO
represented by the equation of a parabola in accordance
(13)
where: A = the proportion of the discontinuity surface
u
which is sheared through projections of 
intact rock material.
V = the dilation rate dv/du at peak shear 
strength.
L = (Tn tan (0 + i)
At very high normal stresses, i.e., when
Ladanyi and Archambault suggested that X^r could be
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with a proposal by Fairhurst (196*0. This equation was 
expressed as follows.
One problem presented in evaluating Equation 13 is 
related with the quantities A and v , which are not easyO
to measure even under laboratory conditions. Ladanyi and 
Archambault related these parameters by means of empirical 
equations.
An alternate approach for predicting the shear strength 
of persistent rough joints was proposed by Barton (1973)*
By means of careful tests and observations in brittle model 
material of artificially produced rough "joints", Barton
(1971) derived the following empirical equation for peak 
shear strength of rough artificial "joints".
W h e r e  t J o n e  e x x e e o x v e  e u i u j ^ x e o o x v e  o  u x ’e n g t h  a t
the discontinuity walls.
(j)^  -  the basic friction angle of the discontinuity.
0.5
CT". = the uniaxial compressive strength of the
J
rock material adjacent to the discontinuity.
where: m = the ratio of uniaxial compressive to
uniaxial tensile strength of the rock 
material; which is for most rock 
approximately equal to 10, Hoek (1968).
(HO
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Barton found that for low and medium stress levels, Equation 
gave a close approximation to the peak shear strength of 
interlocking rough-surfaced joints, tension fractures and 
artificial faults. At the smoothest end of the spectrum, 
the logarithmic function describing the shear strength 
contribution of asperities disappeared leaving the following 
linear expression.
On the other hand, the roughest end of the spectrum was 
described by the coefficient (20) appearing in Equation 1^. 
Seeing all these aspects, Barton generalized Equation as 
follows.
ĵ~n = the effective normal stress acting across 
the discontinuity.
Barton's original studies were carried out at extremely 
low normal stress levels, and his equation is probably most
stress levels which occur in most rock slope stability
T  = (T tan 0, n b
(15)
JRG = a joint roughness coefficient (Table l). 
where: 0^ = the basic friction angle of the discontinuity.




applicable in the range 0 .01^-ppr ^-0 .3 * Since the normal
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TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF ROUGHNESS AND PREDICTION OF
SHEAR STRENGTH FOR NON-PLANAR ROCK JOINTS (Barton
and Choubey, 1977)*
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problems fall within this range, Equation 15 is a very 
useful tool in rock slope engineering.
The basic friction angle (^) to use in Ladanyi and
Archambault's and in Barton's equations, should be
determined by direct shear testing on rough or smooth rock 
surfaces. Alternatively, residual shear strength values, 
obtained from shear tests in which the specimen has been 
subjected to considerable displacement, can be used to 
obtain the value of the basic friction angle (0^). It is
important to note that either of these tests should be
carried out over a range of normal stress levels to ensure 
that a linear relationship between shear strength and normal 
stress with zero cohesion is obtained. This precaution is 
necessary because the shear strength at very low normal 
stress can be influenced by extremely small surface 
roughness on the specimen.
 The roughness angle i, which is required for an
evaluation of Ladanyi and Archambault's equation can be 
obtained for a small slope from measurements, .such as 
those described by Fecker, et al (I97i)« For a large 
slope, the average "i” value for such surfaces can be 
measured from photographs, as was done by Patton (1966); 
or by measuring the dips with a geological compass along 
a line marked on the plane. This j-jm e  should_be in_the 
direction of potential sliding and should.be long enough to
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ensure that several roughness "wavelengths,ll_are included in
the measurement. In this case, the angle can be calculated 
by applying the following expression:
A measurement of waviness can be made by placing a 24— in. 
(6l-cm) clinorule on a rock surface in the direction of 
potential movement and measuring the interlimb angle ILA.
For wedge instability this angle must be measured in the 
direction of their intersection.
The Joint Roughness Coefficient (JRC) in Barton’s 
equation should be estimated by simple visual comparison 
with known roughness profiles.
3.5 MECHANICAL DESIGN PROPERTIES FOR CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES 
IN ROCK SLOPES
A very important question in rock slope engineering is 
related to the input of mechanical properties (apparent 
cohesion and apparent friction angle) to be used in the
different modes of instability in a rock slope analysis. In
general, these parameters will depend on the following
factors:
where
do = i = (180° - ILA)/2 
ILA = the interlimb angle of discontinuity 
waviness
1) The effective uniaxial compressive strength (
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of the rock substance in the discontinuity.
2) The effective normal stress ( (T ) acting across 
the discontinuity.
3) The dilatancy angle (d) measured in laboratory 
tests.
W  The average dilatancy field angle (do) measured 
in the discontinuity.
The effective normal stresses acting across the 
discontinuities in an open pit situation are generally low. 
These stresses can be expressed as a function of the uniaxial 
compressive strength of the rock substance in the 
discontinuity. If for example G~n — CT-» the shear
strength of the rock mass is almost independent of the rock 
substance. The shear strength will depend only on the 
average field dilatancy angle (do), and on the residual 
friction angle (j)̂. The apparent friction angle to be used 
in slope stability analysis in this case would be: 0 = 0^+do. 
This is equivalent to saying that the rock mass above the 
discontinuity will behave as a rigid body. On a large 
scale, the resistance parameters against sliding will be 
the basic or residual friction angle, and the average angle 
of field dilatancy (do). In this specific situation,of 
design, the extra resistance of the second-order irregularities 
are forgotten due to long-term geologic deterioration processes
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On the other hand, for the range of normal stresses,
(Tnwhere O.lx -^7 ^ 1, the strength of the rock mass will depend
both on the strength of the rock substance and on that of 
the discontinuity. In this case, the apparent friction 
angle to be used in slope stability analysis is calculated 
by the following expression:
The parameter d, to use in Equation 16, can be expressed 
by the following empirical equation: ^
Due to the general curved peak failure envelope, presented 
for this range of high normal stresses, it is impossible for 
one friction angle to satisfy design requirements. An 
alternative approach for defining the apparent mechanical 
properties of a rock mass discontinuity, in a specific slope 
situation would be to obtain representative values of and 
Ojy, for a range of normal stresses of interest in the ground 
condition. This can be done by constructing tangents to the 
peak failure envelope. This method permits the study of the
sensitivity of the slope stability to changes in the apparent
(16)
where:
do = the average dilatancy angle
C". = the effective uniaxial compressive strength 
of the rock substance in the discontinuity.
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mechanical properties.
The application of the input design parameters mentioned 
above to slope situations are concerned with clean rough 
continuous discontinuities. In the case of fractures which 
are filled with a significant thickness of soft material it 
is prudent to assume that shear failure will occur through \
the filling material. For this situation, the influence of 
surface roughness should be ignored and the shear strength 
of the discontinuities should be taken as that for the filling 
materials.
3.6 TESTING PROCEDURES FOR MECHANICAL PROPERTY 
DETERMINATION
The following approaches can be used for establishing 
the strength parameters of a discontinuity:
a) In situ tests.
b) Laboratory tests.
In Situ Tests
As the effects of surface irregularities are best 
represented by large specimens under in situ conditions, 
large scale in situ direct shear tests are preferred. Because 
of their cost, in situ direct shear determinations are most 
widely used on large projects such as dam foundations, major 
slope stability problems and complex underground openings.
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Laboratory Tests
For this situation, two kinds of tests are available to 
establish the shear strength parameters of a discontinuity.
1) Triaxial Test. The purpose of this test is to 
establish the shear strength of a geological discontinuity. 
This test provides useful data in determining the strength 
properties of the natural discontinuities such as: peak 
shear strengths at various lateral pressures, peak angle of 
friction (0p ), and apparent cohesion C .
A limitation of this test is related to the limited 
displacement in the testing machine, which is usually not 
enough to establish the residual values of the shear 
strength. This is overcome by using a direct shear testing 
machine as shown in Figure 15* The direct shear test is 
performed at the failure angle developed during the triaxial 
testing. In this manner the residual angle of friction is 
determined.
2) Direct Shear Test. This test provides useful 
data in determining the strength properties of natural 
discontinuities. This test examines the shear strength on 
the plane at various normal pressures, the geometrical 
component of the shear strength which results from the 
interlocking of surface irregularities, and the frictional 
component of the shear strength due to sliding of two 
surfaces.
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The peak friction angle and the effective dilatancy d 
for each specimen are obtained by the following expressions:
i()p = arctan ( —  )
TP (Tn
d
d = arctan (
n
where: dn = the normal component of the tangent line 
drawn to the rising leg of the normal 
displacement versus shear displacement 
graph.
and d = the shear component of the tangent line
drawn to the rising leg of normal 
displacement versus shear displacement 
graph.
The basic friction angle (0^) and the residual angle of 
friction (0^) for each specimen are obtained by the 
following expressions:
t  B I - dT)b
’R ’ (Tn
The dilatancy angle d, and the basic friction angle 0^* are
. T r0o = arctan ( )
the controlling parameters of the peak shear strength of the 
discontinuity under laboratory conditions. For practical 
purposes (j)̂ and 0^ are interchangeable.
The values of the peak shearing stresses and residual
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shearing stresses versus normal stresses are plotted for 
each specimen. Best fit straight lines are calculated for 
both sets of data, and the peak friction angle 0^, the 
residual angle of friction 0^, and any cohesion intercept are 
reported.
3.7 SUMMARY
A limitation that is presented in applying the Ladanyi 
and Archambault and the Barton approaches to a specific 
ground condition is related to the determination of the 
empirical parameters involved in these equations. The 
empirical e quation s for the dilation rate_at__peak_ shear 
strength v , and the proportions of intact rock material 
(A ) in Ladanyi and Archambault's model are very theoretical
.and cannot be applied blindly to a specific rock slope 
problem, due to the lack of experimental data at the
present time.
The problem presented with the Barton approach is 
related to the Joint Roughness Coefficient index (JRG); 
according to Barton, this parameter can be calculated by 
visual inspection of known roughness profiles. Depending 
on the scale of the problem considered, a rough approximation 
is obtained for this index, which will be related to the 
first and second order of irregularities present on the 
discontinuity.
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— -j)" For a closely jointed rock mass, a scale effect is used 
in the determination of the Joint Roughness Coefficient index 
(JRC). For this case, the JRC index will be a function of 
the average spacing of the cross joints, which will determine 
the size of the blocks in the rock mass. Depending on the 
average spacing of the cross fracture set, two situations are 
presented which are related as follows:
^ l) If the average spacing of the cross fracture joint
set is large enough, the Joint Roughness Coefficient index 
(JRC), can be roughly determined by visual inspection as 
mentioned before. For this situation, a correction in the 
Joint Roughness Coefficient must be made because a greater
trace length of the discontinuities results in a lower value
of the JRC index.
-V 2) If the average spacing of the cross fracture joint
set is small, the Joint Roughness Coefficient index (JRC) will 
be a function of the block size in the rock mass, and can be 
roughly calculated by tilt or push test measurements as 
sketched by Barton and Choubey (1977)*
estimate of the Joint Roughness Coefficient index 
(JRC), in a jointed rock mass by means of tilt tests is 
sketched as follows.
Blocks of rock intersected by the joints are removed 
from the rock face and are carefully tilted until the joint 
is so steeply inclined that the upper half of the block slides
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down the joint. The tilt angle fcO at which sliding occurs, 
is a function of the ratio between the shear stress l^C0 ) and 
normal stress ((Tno)» acting on the joint when sliding occurs 
under these very low stress levels.
The value of (c() is expressed by the following 
relationships:
= arctan ( o/ <J^0 )
The effective normal stress ((Fno)» generated by the 
gravitational force, acting on the upper half of the block, 
can be expressed by the following empirical equation:
(fno J h c ° so C  
where: h = thickness of top half block (meters)
J = rock density (KN/m^).
The Joint Roughness Coefficient index (JCR), is 
estimated by sustituting the values of and (j"̂ o in 
Equation 15. The final expression for this index is expressed 
as follows:
JRC = — ---
L osio(S S )
The parameters and 0"̂  to use in these empirical 
equations will be related to the effective values determined 
for the rock mass considered.
In spite of the limitations presented by these empirical 
approaches, they could be used in practical rock slope 
problems as follows:
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1) Estimates of the peak shear strength envelope of 
the jointed rock mass for a particular design sector of a 
pit.
For this case, knowledge the basic friction angle 0^).
the dilatancy angle (i), the effective uniaxial compressive
strength (J*. f the empirical equations for v and A , and a J s
range of values for the JRC index permits calculation of the 
peak shear strength envelope for that design sector over the 
desired range of normal stresses of interest.
2) Shear strength determination by back analysis of 
slope failures.
Back analysis of the slope failures are a very important 
source of shear strength data and can provide the basis for 
the design of slopes having similar dimensions and rock 
properties to those in which the failures have occurred.
In general the methodology of analysis for this 
situation is sketched as follows.
1) An effective average frictional angle (0^ + rough­
ness) must be determined for the failed slopes cases.
2) The cohesion mobilized at failure for these failed 
slopes can be estimated in two ways.
a) The failed slope cases are plotted in a graph of 
slope angle versus height of the slope and a curve at 
limiting equilibrium (FS = 1.0) is fitted to these cases; 
this construction will allow the determination of the cohesion
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mobilized at failure. The shear strength of these unstable 
slopes will be determined and a comparison will be performed 
with the values obtained by laboratory testing and the final 
parameters of design for § and C determined.
b) The second approach will be to calculate the 
cohesion mobilized at failure for each case analysed for the 
range of effective normal stresses involved. This value 
combined with the effective friction angle will correspond 
to the strength at failure for each failed slope case. This 
information is plotted in a graph of shear strength versus 
effective normal stress and a straight line fitted to these 
cases. This shear strength line should then be checked 
against the Ladanyi and Archambault or Barton equations.
If the straight line defined for these data is tangent or 
secant to the empirical curves, then it is suggested that 
the value of cohesion mobilized and effective friction 
angle determined from the failure geometry are reasonable 
and could be used as the design parameters for a similar 
new situation.
The back analysis of failed slopes is a powerful 
technique for designing slopes, but care must be taken in 
its range of application. One limitation to its use as a 
design tool can be scarce information on failed slopes 
present for the particular ground conditions.
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PRELIMINARY GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF WEDGES 
IN ROCK SLOPES UTILIZING THE REFERENCE HSMISPHERE-- 
QUICK METHODS
*K1 INTRODUCTION
Different types of slope failure are associated with 
different geological structures and it is important that 
the slope designer should be able to recognize the potential 
stability problems during the early stages of a project.
In assessing the stability of a tetrahedral wedge in a 
slope against sliding, it is important to distinguish between 
the cases of single and double plane sliding. If sliding 
down the line of intersection of two planes is always 
assumed, the stability of the wedge will be overestimated 
for cases in which sliding down a single plane actually 
occurs. These aspects require a "kinematic” analysis for 
evaluating wedge behavior for a specific rock slope 
orientation.
*K2 KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF A TETRAHEDRAL WEDGE
A practical method to study the possibility and the
direction of sliding movements in a tetrahedral wedge is
sketched as follows. A cut slope, P , is designed in as
rock mass with an upper natural slope (horizontal or inclined), 
P . The main features of the structure of the rock mass are
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two sets of joints* or principal structures and Pg. The 
problem is to discuss the possibility and the type of sliding 
of this wedge bounded by the four planes, Pu* Pg , P^ and Pg. 
The planes are represented by great circles in the stereo- 
graphic projection presented in Figure 16a, where a lower 
hemisphere projection is used.
It can be stated that the condition for sliding of such
a wedge is that 1  ̂ g, line 0f intersection must lie
between I- „ and I. „ or L  „ and I0 . and also thatl.u 1.s 2,u 2, s
line I1 9, and c< ' and oC’ are the apparent dips of the cut,1 9 c S u
or lower, and the natural, or upper, slopes in the direction 
of 1^ 2* Figure 16b represents this situation.
The question now arising is on which of the following 
plane or planes will the tetrahedral wedge slide: a) Parallel
translation to the line of intersection of the planes P^ and 
Pg; b) Plane 1; or c) Plane 2.
The necessary "kinematic" requirement for the case of
sliding on either of the planes P^ or Pg is that: 1) the
dip vector (D^f Dg) of either plane, must plunge at an angle
less thanc^T (dip of the slope face), and "daylights" into s
the free space of the excavation; or 2) the dip direction 
of either plane 1 or 2 lies between the dip direction of the 
lower slope and the line of intersection of planes 1 and 2 
respectively.
oC ' s y o(\ 2 7^ ’u ! where oi i 2 "t h e  Plunge the intersection
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FIGURE 16a. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A HYPOTHETICAL 
WEDGE IN A STERSOGRAPHIC PROJECTION.
N
2s
Uu as > a12> au
FIGURE 16b. CONDITIONS FOR SLIDING OF A TETRAHEDRAL WEDGE 
BOUNDED BY FOUR PLANES.
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In the case of sliding of the wedge along the line of 
intersection of two planes, the kinematic requirement is 
established as follows: 1) the intersection line of the
two planes must daylight into the slope excavation 
,(°^ s 2^; ^  in'*'ersec't^on line must plunge steeper
than the basic friction angle (0^)* A daylighting 
intersection will occur in the area bounded by the plane of 
the slope face (P ) and the small circle representing the 
basic friction angle (^)-
An application of the kinematic requirement for 
analysing the behavior of a tetrahedral wedge in a particular 
slope situation is presented in the following example:
Structure Dip Direction Dip
(Modal Concentration)(Modal Concentratic
Joint Fracture Set (p )̂ 110° 500 °
O r,rt0Joint Fracture Set (P2 ) 230 70
Slope Face Plane (P ) 190° 64s 0 °
o soUpper Slope Plane *80 6
Basic friction angle s 30°
Figure 17 presents an equal-angle plot of this situation, 
and an analysis of the stability of the wedge is as follows.
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FIGURE 17. ANALYSIS OF THE POSSIBLE MODES OF SLIDING FOR 
THE HYPOTHETICAL TETRAHEDRAL /JSDGE PROBLEM,
BY MEANS OF KINEMATIC TESTS.
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A. Condition for sliding of the tetrahedral wedge,
i) 1^ « lies between I. and I. 
ii) oC s > o ^ i , 2 ^ ^ u
U  • = 60oli or c< ' = 59.8°s s
2
1(2 = ^
»u = 6° ; or oi *u = 5°
2
B. Plane sliding in either plane, or
Neither plane fulfills the kinematic requirement 
previously mentioned.
C. Analysis of wedge sliding along the intersection line
In this example, it can be seen that the only possible 
sliding mode would be along the intersection line 1  ̂  ̂
the tetrahedral wedge. However, due to minimal references 
made to the strength parameters of the discontinuities, 
perhaps with these factors considered in the analysis, the 
wedge could stand safely.
1 . Solution obtained from visual inspection on the stereonet.
2. Solution obtained from spherical /trigonometry.
i} 's > ^ 1 , 2  * °r (60° 7 *>°>
i i ) c < 1>2 7 <f>b s or (k0° > 30°)
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In most open pit mines, there is a cut slope with strike 
and dip directions corresponding to every compass direction. 
However, due to geomechanics, planning and economical factors, 
only a few cut slopes will be of interest for any design 
sector. Under these conditions, kinematic analysis must be 
considered for these cuts, and it can be demonstrated that 
slopes of different configurations will have vastly different 
safety requirements.
As an example, consider the preceding problem in which 
the line of intersection of these two planes plunges ^0°, 
with a dip direction of 157°• Assume a basic friction angle 
of the rock mass in the sector equals 30°» and the problem is 
to find the maximum safe slope angles for strike directions, 
compressed between S 60° E and S b0° W, every 20° around the 
pit. Figure 18 and Table 2 present the analysis for sliding 
in the different conditions assumed. In general, the 
kinematic tests required for the modes of sliding considered 
will consist of finding the dip of the cut (i.e., the 
steepest safe slope) which minimizes possible modes of 
instabilities. The constructions required for each situation, 
as presented in Table 2, are sketched as follows.
For a rock cut having an arbitrary strike, the steepest 
safe slope angle will be the dip of the great circle ( c<^) 
passing through the strike of the slope and the dip vector 
of either plane (D̂ , D^X or planes 1 and 2 (1  ̂ respectively.
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FIGURE 18. PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM SAFE 







ANALYSIS FOR SLIDING 
DIP OF JOINT 33T Pt 
MAXIMUM SAFE 
CUT ANGLE 0
ANALYSIS FOR SLIDING 




ON PLANES 1 4 2 MAXIMUM SAFE 
MAXIMUM SAFE SLOPE ANCLE 0 
CUT ANCLE 0
3 L0° W NW 90 SA 90 86
3 20° U ' NW 90 f?0 90 Bo
5 W 90 75 90 75
3 20° ~ 3W 90 71 90 71
ftloo'>> 3W 90 70 70 70
3 60° E SW 90 71 53 53
TABLE 2. KINEMATIC TEST FOR THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM FOR A PIT 
DESIGN SECTOR.
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Similarly, for a cut with another strike, the steepest safe 
slope angle will b e ^ 2 * This iterative single plane 
design process for each slope situation will allow the 
establishment of the "optimum" oC • values for the pit 
design sector.
It can be seen in Table 2 that for a cut slope with a 
strike of S 60° E, the steepest safe slope angle would be 
53°» whereas, for a strike of S k0° W in the cut, 
practically vertical slope angles could be used for a 
preliminary design in the sector considered.
k.3 METHODS FOR THE RAPID ASSESSMENT OF THE STABILITY OF 
3-DIMENSIONAL TETRAHEDRAL HEDGES IN ROCK SLOPES-- 
QUICK METHODS
Methods for analysing the stability of 3-dimensional 
wedges in highway cuts and open cuts mine slopes have been 
developed in the past. Calder (1970) presented an approach 
for calculating the stability of a wedge sliding along the 
line of intersection of two joint planes. The degree of 
stability for a three dimensional slide of this type can be
determined using the expression:
W tan <L(cos0 +slnf C0S* ’+S_inj3 c o s ^ p+g . +c A'e' 1 tanuu sin ̂  d A d B
F = ----------------------------------------------------  (17)
W sin^ sine*'
Where r
F = factor of safety
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ft = the steepest dip of one of the systems (designated 
plane. B).
o£ = the angle measured in plane B between the strike of 
plane B and the line of intersection.
dJ = the dihedral angle measured in a plane perpendicular 
to the line of intersection between the two planes.
0e = the effective angle of sliding friction 
= the joint cohesion.
= area of joint contact on plane A.
Ag = area of joint contact on plane B.
W = weight of the rock mass, undercut by the line of
intersection.
P = force due to cable bolting (positive) or water 
pressure (negative).
The parameters cx‘, (b and lU can readily be measured on a 
standard stereographic projection of the points involved.
An application of this approach to a specific slope situation
is sketched as follows, considering:
Height of the slope = 170 ft.
STRUCTURE DIP DIRECTION 0 DIP 0 P =-18,550 tons 
40 Cd = 720 lb/ft2Plane A 130 ^
Plane B 260 60 <|>e = 25°
Upper Slope Face 200 —  A^ = 17,010 ft^
Slope Face Plane 190 65 A* = 12,750 ft2
$ = 40,130 Tons
Figure 19 presents this situation, and the problem is to





GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE TETRAHEDRAL
//EDGE SHOWING THE VALUES OF THE ANGLES oC ,ft 
AND uO .
N
FIGURE 20. ANALYSIS OF THE STABILITY OF THE TETRAHEDRAL 
WEDGE BASED UPON FRICTIONAL RESISTANCES.
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three conditions:
i) The force resisting sliding is set up by the 
effective sliding friction angle (^e).
ii) The forces resisting sliding are set up by the 
friction and cohesion properties of the joints.
iii) Consideration of an external force (water or 
bolting). Water pressure distribution is conservatively 
assumed to act along the line of intersection of planes A 
and B p with a head of water equal to one-half the height of 
the slope. The assumption for using this type of water 
distribution is based upon the hypothesis that the wedge 
itself is impermeable and that water enters the top of the 
wedge and leaks along the planes A and B in the slope face.
The factors of safety determined by Equation 17 for 
the three conditions above mentioned are l.̂ f* 2.1 and 1.0 
respectively.
Hoek (1973) presented an approach for calculating the 
stability of a wedge sliding along the line of intersection 
of two planes, based upon frictional forces. The stability 
for this condition can be determined using the expression:
F « A tan + B tan |)g (18)
k cos 0 na nb
(l - cos 9 na nb) sin 'p ^
cos y - cos y
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cos y £ - cos Vj/ a cos 9 na nb
(1 - cos^ 0 na nb) sin ^ ^
Where: VjJa = the dip of plane A.
= the dip of plane B (the steepest plane). 
= the angle of friction of plane A.
f)B = the angle of friction of plane B.
y^ = the plunge of the intersection line, 
©nanb = polar angle for planes A and B.
An application of this approach to a specific slope 
situation is sketched as follows, considering:
STRUCTURE DIP DIRECTION 0 DIP 0
Plane A 112 50 <t>A = 35°
Plane B 230 70 <Pb = 30°
Upper Slope Face 210 10 8 na nb =100°
Slope Face Plane 185 60 ^5 = 2+00
Figure 20 presents this situation, and the factor of 
safety for this hypothetical wedge is equal to 1.2 .
It is important to note that the factor of safety 
calculated for a general 3-dimensional wedge problem with this 
approach is independent of the geometry of the slope face, the 
upper slope surface and also, if it is present, a tension 
release fracture. This method provides a very useful first 
estimate of the factor of safety, but since pore-water 
pressure within the rock mass is not taken into account, it 
is necessary to use the factor of safety so determined with 
care.
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I*.** PRELIMINARY GRAPHICAL tfEDGE STABILITY ANALYSIS
The use of graphical projections in stability analyses 
have been described by Goodman (19640 and John (1968). The 
spherical projections are used to evaluate the stability of 
a 3“dimensional wedge of rock resting on a plane having 
frictional and cohesional resistances. The orientation 
(but not the magnitude) of forces are determined directly 
from the stereonets.
The stability analysis is divided into two distinct 
parts. In the first part, the orientation of the maximum 
resisting reaction on the potential failure planes is plotted 
on the stereonet. (For sliding on a single plane, the 
maximum reaction would be oriented at (j) degrees to the 
normal of the plane). Zones of stability and instability 
can thus be outlined on the graphical projections by consider 
ing the orientation of the reaction on the potential sliding 
planes.
The second part involves the determination of the 
orientation of the resultant driving forces acting on the 
wedge. This force will include the weight component of the 
wedge, as well as any potential acceleration force, uplift 
water pressures on the planes of failure, etc. If the 
orientation of the resultant driving forces falls within the 
zone of stability on the stereogram, then the wedge is stable
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If the resultant force lies outside the stable zone, then 
the wedge is unstable.
k.b.l THE FRICTION CONE CONCEPT
The Friction Cone Concept is used to represent or 
determine the angle between a line giving the direction of 
a force and a line normal to a plane. Combined with the 
angle of friction along this plane, it can be used to 
graphically evaluate the possibility of sliding along this 
plane under a load acting in any direction.
Let us assume a block of weight W shown in Figure 21a
resting on a plane which is inclined at an angle to the
horizontal. The disturbing force S^is given by = W sinoc ,
and the normal force N is N = W cos oC ,
If the shear strength of the surface between the block
and the plane is purely frictional, then the force Â . will 
be equal to Â , = N tan 0 = W cos <K tan 0. Sliding of the 
block will occur if W sin oL >M/cos tan <j), since acts 
uniformly on the surface between the block and the plane.
One can imagine a "friction cone" surrounding the normal 
force N as illustrated in Figure 21a.
If the cohesive force resisting sliding of a block on
a plane is considered and given by A = cA, then that forcew




21a. CONCEPT OF THE FRICTION CONE OF STABILITY.
21b. EXTENSION OF THE FRICTION CONS OF STABILITY 
INCLUDING THE COHESIVE STRENGTH.
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A-. + A *
1 1 tan 6 = -------  = tan <p + —rr
Ta N J N
where: ij) = the apparent friction angle.a
c = the cohesive strength of the surface.
N = the normal component of the block, 
and A = the base area of the block.
Figure 21b represents this situation, and it can be seen 
that sliding will occur if the weight vector, W, represented 
by the center of the stereonet, falls outside the projection 
of the friction cone.
k.k.2 SLIDING ON TWO PLANES IN A SPHERICAL PROJECTION
The possible modes of failure in a wedge on two planes 
can be rapidly determined from the stereonet. The 
orientation of the driving forces determines whether sliding 
along the line of intersection of the planes or sliding on 
either one of the planes will occur. An example problem for 
sliding on two planes is used to clarify the following discussion 
and illustrated in Figures 22, 23a and 23b, respectively.
In Figure 22, the line of intersection is oriented 212° , 
and plunges 45° from the horizontal. Stable and unstable 
zones are separated on the stereonet (Figure 23a) by the 
limiting reaction forces R^ and R£. The unstable zones 
show sliding down the line of intersection, sliding on 
single planes and lifting of the wedge off the planes. For
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FIGURE 22. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE JEDGS PROBLEM 
IN A iVULFF PROJECTION.
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Sliding dovm intersection of 
planes 1 and 2 /
FS* 1.07
FIGURE 23a. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OP THE STABILITY OF 
THE WEDGE.
FIGURE 23b. PICTORIAL DETERMINATION OF THE APPARENT 
FRICTION ANGLE (^J.
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the case of sliding on plane 1, the orientation of R^, as 
defined by the friction cone on plane 1, separates the stable 
and unstable zones. For sliding along the intersection of 
planes 1 and 2, the orientation of R^ + Rg separates the 
stable and unstable zones.
In order to assess the stability of the wedge, it is 
necessary to determine the apparent friction angle (^) which 
acts in a vertical plane parallel to the line of intersection 
I12 (Figure 23b).
The total resisting force (R<pi) ac^ n£> on Plane A is 
formed by the vector forces and R^; similarly, the total 
resisting force (Rrp2) acting on plane B is formed by the 
vector forces and Rg. If the vector forces R̂ ,̂  and RT2 
are summed their resultant (R^) will be located in a plane 
parallel to the line of intersection I^2• this resultant (R^) 
must lie in the same plane as R^^ and RT2* plane OGDI
which contains Rrp2 and Rj is illustrated in Figure 23b,
and is represented on a stereoplot by a great circle which 
passes through points C and D (Figure 23a).
To find the point C, the tracing is rotated until the 
pole of plane A (N^)t lies on the same great circle as the 
point 1^2 * The great circle passing through and I^2 
defines a plane which is parallel to the line of intersection 
and the point C is given by the intersection of this great 
circle and the friction cone surrounding the normal N^. The
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point D is formed by the same process; rotating the tracing 
until points and I ^  lie on the same great circle.
The tracing is now rotated until the points C and D lie 
on the same great circle, which defines the plane CDOI which 
contains the three forces Rrp̂ » anc* T^e intersection
of this great circle with the line of intersection defines 
the point I. A great circle passing through N^ and N2 
define the position of N^ on the line of intersection. The 
apparent friction angle ^  resulting from the combined 
resistance of planes A and B is measured between N^ and I 
(Figure 23a).
In Figure 23a, the weight vector, W, located at the 
center of the stereonet is just within the stable zone.
For the example dealt with in Figures 22 and 23a, the
factor of safety is obtained as follows*
tan 6.
F = tan^jT
The angle between the resultant force N^ and the 
weight factor W is shown in Figure 23a.
In the problem example, where j)̂  = the factor of 
safety equals 1.07.
^.5 CONCLUSIONS
The application of the approaches above mentioned to a 
specific slope situation will permit one to make a preliminary
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analysis of the stability of the study sector, taking into 
consideration that the discontinuity patterns in relation 
to the proposed slope angles considered will allow the 
assessment of the possibility of slope failure.
It is important to note that in the analysis, only 
minimal references are made to the strength characteristics 
of the discontinuities in the rock mass.
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5- GRAPHICAL STABILITY DETERMINATION FOR A //EDGE STRUCTURE
UTILIZING THS REFERENCE HEMISPHERE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most common modes of failure found in hard 
rock slopes is related to the wedge type. In its simpler 
form, a wedge can occur when two planes of weakness intersect 
to define a tetrahedral block of rock. Sliding of the wedge 
can occur if the line of intersection of the two 
discontinuities daylights into the excavation.
The assumptions considered in the wedge stability 
analysis are sketched as follows.
1) The mode of sliding of the wedge will be parallel 
to the line of intersection.
2) Neither toppling nor rotational slip can occur in 
the wedge.
3) The shear strength of the discontinuities are 
defined by a Mohr-Coulomb criteria of failure.
The conditions of limiting equilibrium are assessed 
without taking the deformations of the rock mass into 
consideration.
5) For the case of continuous surfaces, if sliding 
occurs in the wedge, the sliding mass will remain intact.
6) The line of intersection formed by the two mean 
planes of fracture daylights in the slope face.
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7) Although there are multiple, similar wedges formed 
by the intersections of the discontinuities, for the case 
of a limiting equilibrium analysis, only one of these wedges 
needs to be analysed.
5.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN A tfSDGE PROBLEM
The geometry of a hypothetical wedge is sketched in 
Figures 2k> and 25 respectively. The convention adopted in 
the analysis is that the flatter of the two sliding planes 
is called A, and the steeper is denoted B.
The determination of areas and volumes in the wedge 
requires the construction of developed views, which are 
determined as follows (Figures 26a and 26b).
a) From a direct measurement of the vertical height 
(H^) of the wedge and the dip of line 1, the length of this 
line is determined.
b) Line 1 is drawn to an appropriate scale from point 
0. The angle 9^ ^ is measured from the meridional equal- 
area projection and plotted from point A.
c) The angle 9^ ^ between lines 1 and 5 is measured 
from the stereonet and plotted from point 0 on line 1; with 
this construction, traces AC and 0C are determined.
d) Angles 9^ ^ ar*d 9^ ^ are measured from the stereonet 
and plotted from points 0 and C respectively; with this 




GEOMETRY OF A HYPOTHETICAL HEDGE OF ROCK
PLANEAPLANE B \
IT.CRAQC'
FIGURE 25. EQUAL-AREA LOWER HEMISPHERE PROJECTION OF A 
HYPOTHETICAL TETRAHEDRAL HEDGE OF ROCK.
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FIGURE 26a. 3-DIMSNSIONAL REPRESENTATION OF A HYPOTHETICAL 
TETRAHEDRAL WEDGE.
N
FIGURE 26b. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ANGLES FORMING
THE HYPOTHETICAL WEDGE IN AN SQUAL-AREA PROJECTION.
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e) Angles 9^ ^ and 9^ ^ are measured from the stereonet 
and plotted from points A and C respectively. This 
construction will permit the determination of trace AB.
f) Trace AD is specified from field measurements
angles 9~ _ and 9~ Q are measured from the stereonet and
J  * f J  * 7
plotted from point D along trace AC; this construction will 
allow the determination of traces CE and CF respectively.
g) Angle 9^ g is plotted from point F and traces DF
and EF are determined respectively.
Figure 27 presents the construction of the developed 
views of faces for the hypothetical wedge shown in Figure 25* 
As well as the equations for areas and volumes.
5.3 GEOMETRY OF A ROCK JtfEDGE
Consider the possibility of a rock wedge sliding under 
gravity and against frictional and cohesional restraints 
along two intersecting joint planes. Two such mean planes 
and Pp are shown in Figure 2k. The line of intersection 
of the mean planes P^ , P^ daylights the slope face.
Any wedge displacement that might occur against the 
compounded resistance restraints of the mean planes andP^ 
would tend to take place under gravity, along edge I<x.p and 
within the plane Î.p, 'V; where W is the weight of the wedge.
The weight of the rock wedge will be apportioned
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c
Area AGO=pAGxOG sinAGO 
/Area DCF=-|dGx GF sinDCF 
/Area OCB=-|b Cx OC sinOCB 
Area SGF = ^ECxCF sinECF 
Area D£F=i EFxDF sin DFE
Volume AOBC = ? ACxCOxCBxQ
Volume DFEC= f DCxCExCFxQ
Q =(l-oos^ ©^ j^-cos^ Qj ^-cos^ 9^ ,+2cos 9, ^cos 9_ ,-cos ©^
FIGURE 27. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DEVELOPED VIEtfS OF FACES IN 
THE HYPOTHETICAL rfEDGE PRESENTED IN FIGURE 25.
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vectorially as normal forces directed along and Np and 
applied to and P^ respectively. Since the constituent shear 
forces (S^ , Sp ), are required to operate in the planes 
containing and Np : I* p , these planes are drawn
on the stereonet by arranging and 1^.^ on the same meridian, 
and then repeating the operation for Np and (Figure 28).
The calculation of the factor of safety, for the case 
of limiting equilibrium against shearing down the intersection 
line I*c.p>f requires the resolution of the normal forces on the 
two planes, which when modified by the appropriate friction 
angles and cohesions, are then balanced against the 
disturbing shear force down the intersection line • Hoek
and Bray (1977) have noted that each of the normal forces 
and N(* contributes a component force to the other.
The respective normal forces in the absence of any 
uplift pore pressure components are ( (3 ), and
N|3 + N p (<*); where (p») and N(3 (<*) are the resolved
components from Np along N* , and along N/*> respectively.
Let (2̂  , Pp, and , o(p be the dip angles and dip 
directions of the planesP^ andP^ respectively. Resolving 
into horizontal and vertical components, we have Figure 29.
COS §
s N sin






A _  1 ____
FIGURE 28. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A WEDGE IN 
AN EQUAL-AREA PROJECTION.
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FIGUH3 29. RESOLUTION 0? FORCES FROM 0N3 DIRECTION 
INTO ANOTHER ACCORDING TO HOIK (19??).
FIGURE 30. THE DETERMINATION OF THE k PARAMETER 
ACCORDING TO MUELLER (1962).
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NoCh W  = N °Cb cos (°Q ” °̂(3 ) = Nc< COS fa COS (fa - °^ )
The projection N a ) in the plane P is given by:(b
N fi (oi) = Noch cos pp + N^y sin pp or 
(cd = cos fa cos - fa) cos fa + N ̂  sin fa sin fa
If A^p = cos fa cos (oĈ  -o<p ) cospp + s i n ^ s i n  (20)
Then: Np (<*) = A^p Nc<. (21)
where A , is a factor which represents a direction cosine. 
Reversing the process and resolving from Np to we obtain: 
N<* (p) = N p cos fa cos (fa - ) cos fa + Np sin fa cos
or Noc (? ) = A p<*N f> (22)
From Figure 29 it can be seen that:
^oC ( p* ) = cos an(i N p ( ̂  ) = Noc cos 9*0 
where 9 ^  = the angle between the two normals toP^andP^
and cos 9 ^  = cos cos (fa -o(p ) cos fa + sin<**sin fa (23)
Adding to these component factors the direct forces due to 
the weight of the wedge, and utilizing R ^  anc* f°r the 
normal reactions to these forces on the two planes, we 
obtain the following constituent equations:
R* = W cos A fipi R(j
R(b = W cospp - Rot 
Solving for R ̂  and Rp we have:
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cos ftp - A^p, cos (iu 
R* = ----!----------   W
1 1 - A^p
c o s  (ii " A <*ft C O S  (ip, c o s (3a  - A«p cos /a*IP X = -----------  —  AND Y = --- ^---- =------- (24 and 25)
1 - A%<(3 1 - A“k p
then the resisting shear force (Tr ) in the wedge is expressed 
by the following equation.
Tr = XW tan 0^ + Y W tan (j)̂, + A p  (26)
wheres = the cohesion in each plane.
A^p = the area of each plane along which the cohesive 
strength is mobilized.
0 = the basic friction angles in the mean planes.
The disturbing force D̂ ., acting down the line I<*pis 
simply
= IV sin(ij acting in a dip direction^ j. (27)
wheres j = Plunge of line of intersection
Express (3 j in terms ofo^ , otp , , Pp and oC resolving
from the directions of the normal reactions each plane into 
the line 1̂ ,(3 (using Equation 20), but substituting 
coefficients Anui and Anjijto resolve from and Rp 
respectively to lup * we obtains
Anc(i = cos(bn<xcos (b  ̂ cos (s<* -°^j) + sin(3rto(sin ft j (28)
AND
Anf)I = cosjhnp cos (b j cos - o( j) + sin^nfbsin (b j (29)
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But the normals and R̂ , to these planes have dips
( W  = (&.- 90°) and (3o[3 = ((ip - 90°)
Putting these values in Equations 28 and 29» we obtain:
AfVj, = sin (i^ cos fb j cos - (X ^  + cos sin (3 j
AND
Anp j s sin [ip cos [b j cos (oĈ  - j) + cos (3p sin (3 j
The normal to a plane is by definition perpendicular to every
line in that plane, and since I^cp is common to both planes, 
the normal R ^  and Rp are both perpendicular to it. Since 
the line has no component at right angles to itself, the 
coefficient Anotj and Anp  ̂ are both equal to zero. Setting
Equations 28 and 29 equal to zero, we obtain:
tan[3 j = -tan cos -o(^) = - tan|3p cos {oLp -Uj) (30)
Expanding Equation 30 and solving for o£ ̂  we have
tan (iot cos oi^ - tanPpcoso^p
tan oL j = ----------------------------- (31)
tan (bp sin oCp - tan Poc sin
Finally the complete expression for the factor of safety
against wedge sliding is written as follows:
F =
Xtf tan 0^ + Yitf tan Op + C^A^ + C^Ap
(32)
sin Pj
where X,Y = adimensional parameters determined by Equations 
2k and 25 respectively.
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W = the weight of the wedge.
C*» = the cohesion in the planes P^ andP^ respectively.
I , i  = the basic friction angles in planesP a n d P ftoC P c<
respectively.
(b j = the plunge of the intersection line I^ 0 
In the application of Equation 32 to a wedge stability 
problem in jointed rock masses, it is assumed that the mean 
joint planes forming the wedge are continuous on the scale 
of the slope considered. This assumption is based mainly 
on the fact that blast vibrations, deformations of the slope 
resulting from excavation, ground water pressures, etc., 
cause joints to propagate or new fractures to form across 
the ’’bridges” of intact rock in the structures.
In the case of a wedge stability analysis in 
discontinuous surfaces, one method that can be used was 
developed by Jennings (1970). The assumption in Jennings' 
method is that the rock "bridges” in the discontinuity fail 
in shear, and it is assumed that the system of joints and 
rock bridges can be replaced by an "equivalent" continuous 
surface • The total shearing resistance along the equivalent 
surface is the sum of the individual shearing resistances 
mobilized along the jointed and intact portions in the mean 
plane of weakness.
The effective cohesion (Cn ) and effective friction
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angle (<>a ) for each mean joint plane in the wedge are 
expressed by the following relationships.
Cn= (1 - k) Ci + kĈ . (33)
and ’ |> = arctan (1 - k) tan <j>̂ + k tan (34)
where: k = the degree of separation, or proportion of
joints in each mean plane of weakness. k=l 
for continuous structures, 0 ^ k c 1 for 
discontinuous structures.
= the effective cohesion of the intact rock 
bridges for each mean plane in the wedge.
(|k = the friction angle of the intact rock bridges 
for each mean plane in the wedge.
C. = the cohesion of the joint for each mean plane.J
(j)̂ = the basic friction angle for each mean plane 
in the wedge.
One problem presented in evaluating Equations 33 and 34 
is related to the degree of separation (k); this parameter, 
which is a direct function of the rock fabric elements, can 
only be determined by approximation. Mueller (1962) 
presented an equation for determining k (Figure 30)*
However, due to the difficulty of obtaining measurements 
of the joints (d and L ) in the ground, his equation is 
difficult to apply.
Abel (1980) developed an approximate equation for the
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parameter k, which can he expressed by the following 
relationship.
A^ - P = Max. trace length observed in the .joint set 
A + Max. trace length observed in the joint set +
p Min. joint spacing observed in the joint set
where A = the area of fractured surface in the joint.
I T
A = the area of unfractured surface in the joint.
S
An engineering graphical wedge stability analysis that 
can be used for the treatment of continuous and discontinuous 
structures is sketched as follows:
a) the effective cohesion, frictional aspects and 
degree of separation (k) for each mean plane of weakness in
the wedge are calculated using the following equations.
Cn = (1 - k) Ci + k C. (35)
tan (j)n = (1 - k) tan <j)̂ + k tan (j)̂ (36)
0 < k < 1 for discontinuous structures 
k a 1 for continuous structures
k = A = the degree of separation
b) The input strength parameters of design for each 
mean plane in the wedge are obtained by assuming a linear 
Mohr-Coulomb criteria of failure, where the angle of internal
friction (<j>̂) and the rock specimen cohesion (C^) are derived
from the following equations proposed by Obert and Duvall 
(1967).
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1 m  1 1 +  S n̂ ^ 4(j). = tan 1~ or tan (b = -------- “  (37)
2 \fm^ 1 1 - sin <j>̂
Gt = -5j=. (38)
2 r 7
where = the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock 
specimen.
m^ = tan (3 = the slope of the failure strength/ 
confining pressure line.
Substituting Equations 37 and 38 in Equations 35 and 36, the 
following expressions are obtained.
C = (1 - A) —  -- -■ x 1 W  + A x 1 W  C. (39a)
n 2 \|tan(J 3
tan (̂n = (1 - A) + A tan (j>b + dQ) = B (39b)
2 \| tan (3
Equation (39a) can be expressed as follows:
CRC = (1 - A)  X l W  + A X i M  G. (39c)
n ’ jtanji 3
where
cb
= SF = roc^ ^ s s  cohesion in psi, assumed in 
each fracture of the mean plane.
3F = a scale factor of laboratory conditions 
versus in situ conditions.
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dQ = angle of the first order of irregularities 
measured in the ground, 
k = A = proportion of joints in a mean plane of 
weakness.
If the cohesion terms expressed in Equation 39c are 
absorbed into an apparent value (<!>)» the following
’ V
relationship is obtained:
is a function of the weight of the sliding mass, which 
must be apportioned to the mean planes of the wedge. This is 
obtained using the following steps.
1) Draw a plane on the projection by arranging N<x and 
on the same meridian.
2) Draw a line connecting Iocp with the center of the 
stereonetf the projection of this line will cut the plane
N * Np at the point
where
A = the area of each joint mean plane in the
JSr
wedge (ft^)
= the pole of each mean plane in the wedge, which 
will be expressed as a function of the weight 
of the wedge.
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3) In absence of any external force in the wedge, the 
weight force will be located in the center of the stereonet.
Find the values of the angles N-N^, N^N^ and WN^ 
from the stereonet, and drawing auxiliary polygons of forces, 
the relationships for N^, and Np as a weight function are 
obtained.
Figures 31a and31b show these auxiliary constructions 
and the values obtained for N^ , Np and N^ respectively.
Finally, the apparent total friction angle for use in 
each mean plane of fracture in the wedge is calculated by 
the following expression.
= Arctan (tan <) + () )n cm, t
The wedge stability analysis and the graphical determination 
of the factor of safety is accomplished as described in 
sections 3.4*.2 and 3*^*3 respectively; but in this case, 
the weight involved will be a function of the two mean 
planes of weakness and the tension crack.
5.^ INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL FORCES ON WEDGE STABILITY 
ANALYSIS
Possible external forces acting on the wedge of rock 
may take several forms. Seismic forces due to blasting or 
an earthquake may affect stability. If this acceleration 
force can be predicted in magnitude and direction, the
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N
FIGURE 31a. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION IN THE STEREONET OF: 
vV, N£ , N* , I*p. ANGLES o<T , (3 AND ^ .
N = CIV where 
N a DW 
and
cos sin ft
sin( 180°-(<* + P ))
cos V sin qc
sin( 180°-( oC + P ))
N^ = i/Vcos
FIGURE 31b. AUXILIARY POLYGONS OF FORCES FOR OBTAINING 
N <x AND Ng> .
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influence of that vector can be expressed on the stereonet. 
Similarly, stabilizing forces exerted on the wedge by cable 
anchors or rock bolts, and disturbing forces applied by dam 
abutment thrusts may be analytically accommodated on the 
projection.
Of all the external forces acting on a tetrahedral wedge 
of rock, probably the most dangerous situation presented in 
a stability wedge analysis would be due to porewater, which 
creates an uplift effect at the block of rock. While no 
general rules can be given for the analysis of this parameter, 
because of its great variation in open pit situations and 
wide range of geometric combinations possible in actual rock 
slope problems, the analysis of the maximum forces due to 
water pressure acting on the wedge of rock will be determined 
for the following conditions.
1) Analysis of the forces due to water pressure in a 
wedge with no tensile release fracture.
2) Analysis of the forces due to water pressure in a 
wedge for the case of a water filled tensile release fracture.
For the case of a wedge with no tensile fracture, the 
maximum water pressure can be determined as follows (Figure 
32a).
Pmax = Hw where V „ = the density of the water.
Hw = the height of the column of 
water in the wedge.
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FIGURE 32a. HATER PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A TETRAHEDRAL 
HEDGE WITHOUT A TENSILE RELEASE FRACTURE.
D,E
FIGURE 32b. HATER PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A TETRAHEDRAL 
//EDGE HITH A TENSILE RELEASE FRACTURE.
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In this situation, a saturated slope can he conservatively 
assumed by specifying the maximum head of water as one half 
the total height of the wedge (H = 0 .5H). The forces due 
to water pressure are calculated assuming a tetrahedral 
distribution of pressure over the entire area of the shear 
surfaces. This is equivalent to assuming that maximum 
pressure occurs at the mid-point of the line of intersection 
and decreases linearly to zero at each free surface. The total 
force due to water in each shear surface is expressed as follows 
(see Figure 27).
°A = ^ 3  Pmax Area A0C 
UB “ */3 Pmax Area BOC
Rearrangements of these equations produces:
UA = 1/3 Hw Area A0C <40)
UB = 1/3 tfw Hw Area B0C 
In the case of a partially saturated slope, when the
maximum head of water is specified as less than the half of
H
the slope height (0 £ The total force due to
water in each shear surface can be expressed as follows:
UA = H w  H1 A1
UB = Z L  H1 A2 
where: = height above the toe of the wedge, where the
water pressure is equal to zero.
^1* ^2 = areas over which the water is assumed to act.
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In the case of an impermeable face, where the maximum 
head of water is specified as being equal to the full height 
of the wedge (H = H); the maximum water pressure is assumed 
to occur at the toe of the slope. This is equivalent to saying 
that the water pressure increases hydrostatically along both 
the line of intersection of the wedge and along the 
intersection of the shear surface with the slope face.
The total force due to water is expressed by the following 
relationship,
U = A P A 2 max
In the case of a water filled tensile release fracture 
(H»pG = Hw^ ’ situation assumed is that the water enters
the open top of the tension crack (trace DE , Figure 26a), 
increasing the water pressure linearly with depth to a maximum 
at the point F (Figure 32b). The magnitude of P^ is 
calculated as follows.
u (HD + He \PM = Qwl------- 1 w^ere anc* are ver‘t̂ .cal elevations
of points D and S above F.
The force (U^q ) due to water pressure acting in the tension 
crack is given by the volume of the pyramid formed by PM on 
the area DEF of the tension crack face; hence,
UTC =1/6 V (DP sin ^  + EF sin ) Area DEF (42)
It is assumed that PM is transmitted between the tension
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crack and the faces A and B on which the wedge of rock rests, 
then the uplift forces and Ug will be given by the 
following expressions.
UA = 1/6 V w (DP sin^g + HF sin ) Area ADFO (^3)
UB =1/6 v (DF sin (bg + SF sin ) Area BEFO
The treatment of the external forces and Ug in an
engineering graphical stability analysis for the case of a 
wedge without a tension crack is accomplished using the 
following steps:
1) Determine the values of and Ug from Equations 
^0 and .
2) As the uplift forces in the wedge act in the opposite 
direction to the normal and N , they are represented by 
points and Ug^ on the meridional equal area projection 
(Figure 33a).
3) A great circle is drawn through and Ug^, and 
the angle ̂  between these poles is determined from the 
stereonet.
**) The magnitude (Ru ) and direction (oO of the 
resultant uplift forces in the wedge are found by means of 
an auxiliary polygon of force (Figure 33b). The values of 
Ru and oC are calculated by the following expressions.




FIGURE 33a. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE UPLIFT FORCES 
UA1 AND UB2 IN THE STEREONET.
FIGURE 33b.
Ru = \uB22+UA12-2UA1UB2 cos£j 
oC = Arosin UBg S& n £
£j = 180° - 0
Ru
AUXILIARY POLYGON OF FORCE FOR OBTAINING THE 
RESULTANT (Ru), AND THE DIRECTION ( ) OF THE 




o{ = arcsin ________ _  (^6)
Ru
where ^ = 180° - £
The next step in the engineering graphical stability 
analysis will be to determine the magnitude (W0) and 
direction ( P> ) of the effective weight acting in the wedge. 
The values of Wq and are obtained from an auxiliary polygon 
of force* which is formed with the forces W and the resultant 
of all the external forces in the wedge (&u) (Figure 3^)•
The factor of safety in the wedge will be calculated 




is the angle measured along the great circle 
passing through N. and W (Figure 33a).JL 6
In the case of a water-filled tensile release fracture 






FIGURE 34. POLYGON OF FORCES FOR DETERMINATION OF THE 
EFFECTIVE WEIGHT ON THE WEDGE.
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l) It is assumed a linear increase in water pressure
over the average vertical elevation of the tension crack.
The water in the tension crack results in a force UTC, whose 
acting direction will depend of the inclination of the 
tension crack.
2) The values of the uplift forces UA1 and UB2, are 
determined from Equations ^3 and respectively.
3) The magnitude (Ru) and direction (°t ) of the 
resultant uplift forces UA1 and UB2 are determined from 
Equations ^5 and k6,
4) A great circle is drawn through Ru and and the
angle w between these poles is determined from the stereonet 
(Figure 35a).
5) The magnitude (rutq) and direction ( )  of the 
resultant forces acting in the wedge are determined by means 
of an auxiliary polygon of force (Figure 35*>)* The values 
of Rypc ^ are determined by the following expressions.
The values of itf and are calculated by means of a diagram 
of forces (Figure 3*0, but in this case the terms containing 
Ru are replaced by the value of RyrpQ* safety
in the wedge for this situation will be determined using 
Equation
arcsin
UTC sin (180° - w)
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UB 2
U T C \u/s
FIGURE 35a. GRAPHICAL REPRESSNTATION OF THE RESULTANT 0? THE 
EXTERNAL FORCES (RUTC) IN AN 33UAL-ARSA 
PROJECTION.
UTC S..2+U„„2-2H U., cos (180°- u; )lO U 1U
= Arcsin
U.̂ p sin( 180°- w; )
r utc




The graphical methods of wedge analysis are useful for 
field applications and play an important part in the 
progressive design of slopes in rock. Their principal 
advantages as design tools in slopes are due to the fact 
that they are simple and quick to apply, and they permit a 
rapid assessment of the influence of variations in the 
parameters involved in the problem considered. The main 
disadvantages of graphical methods are related to the lack 
of consideration of the deformation(s) of the rock mass, and 
the consideration of the action of the rock mass sliding as 
a rigid block.
In this section, two methods of analysis have been 
presented for the treatment of a wedge stability problem; 
the use of either will depend on the specific conditions 
found in the ground. If in a hypothetical wedge problem it 
is difficult to determine the contribution of the intact 
rock strength in the failure planes involved, then the 
recommended method of analysis would be one that assumes 
the discontinuities are continuous at the scale of the slope 
considered in the study. Whereas, if in an actual wedge 
situation in a pit design sector, the current slope angle 
has shown absolutely no instability problems and it is 
necessary to define the final pushback slope angle for that
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sector, then the contribution of the intact rock strength in 
the failure planes in the wedge might be considered.
For the case of continuous surfaces of instability, the 
values of dQ to use in the mean shear planes of the wedge will 
be influenced by a scale effect, Barton (1973); Pratt et al 
(197*0. The values of d^ to employ in the analysis will be 
a function of the irregularity angle (dQ), the normal stress 
( G”n) acting across the intersection line , and the 
effective uniaxial compressive strength in the rock mass. 
However, the extent to which this value will vary for each 
joint set and/or the strength contribution will represent an 
irregular surface of stability in the stereonet. In this 
report, dQ is assumed to act as a constant distance in any 
direction of the friction cone of stability, whose radius is 
the effective d^ for the joint set considered.
If a curved strength criteria of failure is found in 
continuous structures, the representative values of cohesion 
(C) and frictional strength ((̂ ) for use in the analysis of 
the wedge will be determined for the range of normal stresses 
of interest in the slope. These values will be obtained by 
constructing tangents or secants to the shear strength curve; 
with this approach, a study of the sensitivity of the factor 
of safety in the wedge can be evaluated for those parameters 
of design considered.
Appendix A presents a wedge stability analysis in a 
design sector of the north wall of the Pinto Valley Pit.
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6. VBCTORIAL ANALYSIS OF A TETRAHEDRAL //EDGE WITH
CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The wedge structure analysed in this section is formed 
by two planes of weakness, a inclined tensile release 
fracture running behind the slope crest, an upper slope 
surface, and the slope face. The resisting forces acting 
on the wedge are the frictional and cohesional restraints 
in each plane of weakness. The sliding forces involved in 
the analysis are the weight of the tetrahedral wedge and the
influence of water pressure in the tension crack and along
the planes of weakness.
The assumptions considered in the wedge stability 
analysis are as follows:
1) Toppling cannot occur in the wedge.
2) The shear strength of the discontinuities are
defined by a Mohr-Coulomb criteria of failure.
3) The conditions of limiting equilibrium are assessed 
without taking the deformations of the rock mass into 
consideration.
*0 If sliding occurs, the wedge shaped sliding mass 
will remain intact.
5) The line of intersection of the two mean planes of 
weakness daylights the slope face.
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6) Although there are multiple, similar wedges formed 
by the intersections of the fractures, for the case of a 
limiting equilibrium analysis, only one of these wedges 
needs to be analysed.
6.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF VECTOR ANALYSIS
A vector is a quantity which possesses both a magnitude 
and a direction. Velocity and forces are examples of vector 
quantities.
Vectors of unit length are used to describe certain
reference directions such as a normal to a plane or the
direction of any line with respect to a set of orthogonal
axes. A vector B may be described by the set of its
directional components (B , B , B ) or may also be expressedx y z
in terms of its components, such as
B - B 1 + B j + B k; where i, j and k are unit vectors.
j r  J t
The magnitude of a vector B is given by its absolute
value denoted by:
l| = (B 2 + B 2 + B 2)1//2 x y z
Vectors may be added simply by summing the components
in the x, y and z directions. Thus if D (D , D , D )x y z
represents the sum of two vectors B (B , B , B ) andx y z
C (C , C , G ), then it follows that: x y z
D = (BX ♦ Cx) i + (By ♦ Cy ) j +(BZ + Cz) k
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D = Dxi + Dy j + Dzk
The dot product of two vectors A and B has a magnitude
given by A B = A B + A B + A«B = AB cos 9 where 9 isx  x  y y & &
the angle formed by the vectors A and B. The cross product 
of two vectors A and B is defined to be a third vector C 
whose magnitude is given by the relation:
G = AB sin 9 
where 9 is the angle between vectors A and B.
The direction of C is perpendicular to the plane formed 
by vectors A and B.
The vector product of A and B is denoted in the form
C = A x B
The determinant notation of the vector produced is given
as:
C = A x B =
A  Ai j k
A A A  x y z
B B Bx y z
It should be noted that 
A x B = -B x A
There are several ways in which a plane can be specified. 
For example, three points which are on the plane and do not 
lie on a simple straight line can be given, or a line in 
the plane and a point on the plane but not on the line can 
be given. In each case, the equation of a plane must be 
satisfied by the position vector r of every point P on the
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plane.
The determination of the equation of a plane for three 
points given can be expressed as follows.
—  £ A A —  ALet r^ = x^i + y^j + z^k, r2 = x2i + y2j + z2k and
— A  A Ar^ - x^i + y^j + z^k be the position vectors of points
P l ^ x l ’ y l *  Z l ^ '  P 2 ^ x 2 ’ y 2 *  z 2 ^  a n d  P 3 ^ x 3 »  y 3 *  z 3 ^  ( F i g u r e  3 6 )
We assume that P^f P2 and P^ do not lie in the same 
straight line and they determine a plane.
Let r = x i + y j + z k ,  the position vector of any 
point P (x, y, z) in the plane. From Figure 36, it can be 
seen that
P1P2= r2 - r^t = r3 “ rl and P^P = r - r^,
which all lie in the plane. The necessary and sufficient 
condition for the vectors P^Pt ^ ^ 2  and P1P3 C0Planar
is that
PjP • P1P2 x P1P^=0, or (r-r̂ )̂ • (r2-r1)x(r^-r1) = 0 (^8)
Equation ^8 can be expressed in terms of rectangular 
coordinates as follows
a  ~] r  a  a  '(x-x^'i + (y-y^j + (z-z^k j- (x2-x1)i + (y2-y1)j + (z2-z1)kjx
jCx^-XjJi + (y^-y^J + (z^-z1)k = 0 (49)
6.3 GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEDGE
The orientation of joints and planes of weakness are 
normally reported in terms of strike and dip. The tetrahedral
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FIGURE
FIGURE 3 7 .
36. REPRESENTATION OF A PLANE IN VECTORIAL FORM.
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE WEDGE IN A 
COORDINATE SYSTEM OF REFERENCE.-
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wedge is formed by two planes of weakness (A and B), a 
tension crack running behind the slope crest, the slope face 
and the upper slope surface.
The Cartesian coordinate system of reference is 
established as follows: the positive x axis is parallel to
the crest line of the slope face; the positive y axis is 
directed toward the slope face and the z axis is directed 
downward and is related to the vertical height of the slope.
The geometrical construction of the wedge is as follows:
1) Locate the position of the cardinal point North and 
plot the strike line of the slope face.
2) The mean strike and dip of a plane A is measured 
at a specific position (Al) on the ground and its strike 
line is drawn. The projection of this line will intersect 
the crest of the slope face at point A.
3) The tension crack is defined by its strike and dip 
value measured at a point A2; this line will intersect the 
trace of plane A at point C on the upper slope face at a 
known distance d^(measured along the trace) behind the point 
of intersection of mean plane A with the crest line of the 
slope.
The distance d^ measured along the tension crack 
is assumed known and point D is located.
5) The strike and dip of plane B is measured at a
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specific position (A3) on the ground and its strike line is 
drawn. The projection of this line will intersect the 
crest of the slope face at point B. Figure 37 presents 
this construction.
Establishing the coordinates of the points A1B1C, A2B2D, 
A3B3B and A^B^A, the equations of the mean planes forming 
the wedge and the upper slope surface are determined using 
Equation ^9 .
The geometric characteristics of the wedge are required 
for the calculation of forces. The centroids of plane faces 
and volumes are needed for locating the forces acting. The 
areas of the faces and the volume of the block are required 
for calculating the resistance of the wedge to sliding.
The triangle is used as the basic unit of area and the 
tetrahedron is used as the basic unit of volume.
6.3.1 GEOMETRY OF A TRIANGLE
The area of the triangle ABC shown in Figure 38a is 
given by:
AB x AC
and the vector for A to the centroid, S, is given by:
FIGURE 38a. GEOMETRY OF A TRIANGLE.
C
X




FIGURE 38c. UNIT VECTORS.
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a3y ' 3 <*y * \  * V  
a3z ■ 3 l*z * bz * »,)
6.3.2 GEOMETRY OF A TETRAHEDRON
The volume of a tetrahedron as shown in Figure 38b is 
given by:
V = T Al x AC • AD
The centroid at point S is described by the vector from the 
origin, AS given by:






(ax + b +X c + dX X
II
(ay + b +y c + dy y
= 1z 4 (az + bz + c + d z zAS
6.3.3 UNIT VECTORS
The unit vector of one face of a rock block as shown in
Figure 38c is given by:
0 0  =  H E  x  E l ,| OB x OA|
6.3.1+ RESOLUTION OF FORCES
The component of a force R in the direction given by
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a unit vector N is given by:
— A______________________________________________ _ Z'
R • N = R N cos 0; where 0 is the angle between R and N. 
Thus for example, the component of a force R normal to
_ n
a plane is given by R • N.
6.3*5 RESULTANT FORCES ACTING ON A TETRAHEDRAL ¥EDGE
For a rock block, the point at which each of the forces
is applied can be chosen arbitrarily if the moment of forces
is not considered. The driving forces applied to the wedge
are the weight of the block, the porewater pressures acting
on its planes faces, and any external force (blasting
vibrations, etc.). The resultant (R) of the driving forces
can be expressed using the following expression.
R = W + P + ~  .wp ext
where: W - the weight of the rock block in the wedge.
P = the porewater pressures acting in the plane 
faces of the wedge.
P0X^ = external forces acting in the rock block.
6 A  DETERMINATION OF THE MODS OF SLIDING FAILURE OF A 
tfEDGE
For the case of a tetrahedral block of rock, failure 
may occur by sliding along the line of intersection of the 
two planes or by sliding on either one of the two planes.
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In order to identify these types of sliding, a test must he
*  A
made. Figure 39 shows a rock block where and Nqqq
are the unit vectors acting on faces AOC and OCB and directed 
toward the supports . R is the resultant force acting in the 
rock block of the wedge.
The faces AOC and OCB remain in contact with the 
supporting rock when
R • 0 and R • NQCB ^ 0 (50 and 51)
If Equations 52 and 53 are fulfilled, the only possible type 
of sliding in the wedge will be along the intersection line.
The faces AOC or OCB will tend to separate from the 
supporting rock when either
* ‘ ^AOC ^ 0 or * ' '\CB < 0 (52 and 53)
For rotation when both
  A
^ * ^AOC ^ 0 and R * ^OCB ^  ̂as shown in Figure ^Oa.
For tipping as shown in Figure 40b.
6.^.1 ANALYSIS OF THE MOMENTS IN THE ROCK BLOCK WEDGE
A rock block under load may rotate around one or more 
of the supporting edges along the free faces of the rock 
block. It may also tip at certain points. Figure 40a 
presents a force P acting at point Y and N is a unit vector
acting through point x on line OA; the moment M for this
situation is expressed as follows.
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FIGURE 39. ROCK VJ2DGZ FOR TESTING CONTACT OR SEPARATION.
FIGURE kOsL. ROCK NEDG3 FOR TESTING ROTATION.
FIGURE *K)b. ROCK tfEDGS FOR TESTING TIPPING.
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MN = d x P • N A x xy x
If the unit vector N acts through point 0 as shown in 
Figure 40b, then the moment MN can be used as a measure
A
of tipping of the block about point 0.
The resultant driving moment with respect to any edge 
or point is defined by the following expression.
MN = d x R • NX X
where d = the distance vector between the unit vector and 
the resultant force R.
The resultant resisting moment with respect to any edge 
or point is the summation of moments due to the resisting 
forces in the rock block. This moment is expressed as 
follows.
MNX = £[dxy x * Nx * 2 dr x (Rntan (<|>+i) * N,
6.4.2 CALCULATION OF THE FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR WEDGE 
SLIDING
If the kinematic tests discussed above show that 
sliding takes place on either plane A or B, then the factor 
of safety for the wedge is expressed as follows.
C • A + 
FS = -----
N |tan (<j>+i) C • A + |(R • N) | tan (<|>+i)
R - (R • N) N |
where: N^ = the normal force acting on the plane which is 
the component of the resultant force R in the
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direction of its unit vector N.
C = the cohesion mobilized in the plane.
A = area of the plane.
T = the driving force acting in the direction
of sliding.
If the rock block has a potential sliding direction 
along the intersection line, then the factor of safety in 
the wedge is computed using the following expression.




AA + CB • AB + (R . tan((j)A+iA ) + (R • N2) tan(^B+ig)
(R« • R)
Rll
where: Gfl = the cohesion mobilized on plane A
the cohesion mobilized on plane B 
the friction angle on plane A 
the friction angle on plane B 
the resultant force acting in the wedge, 
the driving force acting in the direction of 
the intersection line, 
and R1 = vector representing the intersection line, 
the normal force acting on plane A 








6.k.3 DETERMINATION OF THE FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST
The rock block is at the threshold of rotation when 
the resultant driving moment equals the resultant resisting 
moment. The factor of safety against rotation is determined 
using the following equation.
6.5 SUMMARY
The vectorial method presented can be used to analyse 
the stability of any tetrahedral wedge bounded by two mean 
planes of weakness and a inclined tensile release fracture. 
The orientation of the tension crack in the wedge can have 
any orientation with respect to the slope face surface.
One hypothetical example is developed in Appendix B.
ROTATION
d x R • NJw
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The graphical methods of wedge analysis presented are 
useful for field applications and play an important part in 
the design of slopes in rock. They are simple and they 
permit a rapid assessment of the influence of variations in 
the parameters involved in any slope under consideration.
The methods of analysis for tetrahedral wedge stability 
problems depend on the conditions found in the ground. If 
it is difficult to determine the contribution of the intact 
rock strength along the potential failure planes involved, 
then the conservative method of analysis would be one that 
assumes continuous discontinuities on the scale of the slope 
considered in the study. If for an actual potential wedge 
failure within a sector of the pit, the current slope angle 
has shown no instability, and it is necessary to define 
the final pushback slope angle for that sector, then the 
contribution of the intact rock strength in the failure 
planes in the wedge might well be considered.
The vector analysis method developed for persistent 
structures, although conservative, gives us an initial 
approximation about the static stability of the wedge in 
the rock mass and permits us to analyse the possible modes 
of instability of the wedge either by sliding or rotation 
of the planes of weakness.
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The shear strength input parameters to use in either 
method of wedge stability analysis must be carefully 
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The Pinto Valley orebody is located immediately east of the 
old Castle Dome mine and is of a disseminated porphyry copper 
type. Mineralization is primarily chalcopyrite with the 
mineralization in small grains and veinlets throughout the 
rock mass. A small amount of molybdenite is also present.
Most of the ore is located in the uplifted block of 
monzonite porphyry bounded by the Jewell Hill fault on the 
east and the Gold Gulch fault on the west. In plan, the 
elliptically shaped orebody measures approximately 4800 by 
2500 ft. The strike of the long axis is approximately 
N 70° E, dipping near vertical to the northwest.
GEOLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION
The data collection in the portion of the northwall of 
the Pinto Valley orebody was accomplished using the detail 
line method, proposed by Call (1972), of sampling fracture 
population. Figure A1 presents the location of the 
detail lines for a portion of the northwall of the Pinto 
Valley pit.
SECTOR DESIGN
After collection of the data and before any analysis ,
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SECTOR N'3




1 SECTOR N ‘2 
! QNP
6 0 0 0  N
QMP = Quartz monzonite porphyry 
QMP» = Quartz monzonite porphyry altered 1 in. = 400 ft
FIGURE Al. DETAIL LINE LOCATIONS AT PINTO VALLEY NORTHWALL.
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it is necessary to look at the mining plan and divide up the 
pit into design sectors. Each design sector is a portion 
of the pit which can be regarded as being homogenous for 
design purposes, so that a single slope angle can be 
assigned.
The main factors entering into the determination of 
design sectors are: rock type, type of discontinuities
encountered and their orientations, orientation of the pit 
slope and the type of failures anticipated. Taking into 
consideration these factors, the northwall of the Pinto 
Valley pit was divided into four sectors of design (Figure Al) 
This example stability analysis is for the design sector No. 1
ANALYSIS OF DESIGN SECTOR NO. 1
Figures A2 and A3, and Figures Â f and A5 present a plot 
of pole discontinuities and a contoured pole percent diagram 
for detail lines 6 and 7» respectively. The joint sets were 
chosen from the Schmidt plots of each survey line by visual 
inspection and engineering judgement. The orientation of 
fractures (poles) for each set considered were treated as 
vectors and a mean orientation was obtained by set (Tables 
Al and A2 respectively).
The next step in the analysis consisted of determining 
whether the mean orientation of two or more joint sets had
33-2595 138
0 Joints
a Shear J oints 
A Faults100 poles
FIGURE A2. PLOT 0? POLE DISCONTINUITIES OF DETAIL LINE NO. 7 








FIGURE A3. PLOT OF POLE DISCONTINUITIES OF DETAIL LINS NO.6 




Percent Poles per 1% Area
Equal-area Projection 





Percent Poles per 1 % Area 
Equal-area Projection
FIGURE A5 . CONTOURED PERCENT POLE DIAGRAM FOR DETAIL 
LINE NO. 6 .
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Joint Set Mean Orientation Number of
„ . „ discontinuities
Dip Direction (Strike ) Dip (Dip0 )
Al (A+B) 119 (N29S) 70 (703B) 31
C 44 (N46iV) 70 (70NE) 7
D .14 (N76W) 62 (62N3) 8
E 269 (N ltf) 47 (47SN) 12
TABLE Al. MEAN JOINT SET ORIENTATIONS IN DETAIL LINE No. 6
Joint Set Mean Orientation Number of
discontinuities
Dip Direction (Strike ) Dip (Dip )
A 144 (N54E) 63 (6333) 16
B 46 (N44'i) 83 (83NE) 5
C 263 (N 7.1) 46 (463W) 8
TABLE A2. MEAN JOINT SET ORIENTATIONS IN DETAIL LINE No. 7
Major Fracture Mean Orientation Number of
Set discontinuities
Dip (Strike ) Dip (Dip )
Direction
Al 119 (N293) 70 (703S) 31
B 45 (N45<;) 77 (77NE) 12
0 266 (N 4.'■!) 48 (483,V) 20
TABLE A3 . MAJOR FRACTURE SETS USED IN THE STABILITY 
ANALYSIS OF DESIGN SECTOR No.l
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the same mean orientations within limits of statistical 
fluctuations between detail lines. This analysis was made 
by comparing the adjacent mean orientations of the joint 
sets with the Fisher Distribution. Table A3 presents the 
three major fracture sets used in the analysis of the 
stability of the design sector No. 1.
It is important to mention that the statistical 
comparison of the adjacent joint sets A and B of detail line 6 
showed that these joint sets were the same and equivalent to a 
composite joint set A^. However, when this new set was 
compared with joint set A of detail line 7» the statistical 
analysis showed that they were different. Considering the 
fabric elements in joint set A^ and its persistency over at 
least two benches on the scale of the slope considered, it was 
established as a major fracture set for the design sector.
Figure A6 presents a plot of the orientations of the 
major fracture sets found in design sector No. 1 and 
three orientations of the pit slope. It can be seen from 
Figure A6 that the only pair of mean fracture sets that could 
possibly produce wedge instability for the slope orientations 
considered would be the wedge formed by structures A^ and C.
The slope stability analysis for the actual overall 
conditions and two pushback slopes angles of 55° and 60° in 






FIGURE A6. MAJOR FRACTURE SETS FOUND IN DESIGN SECTOR NO. 1.
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a) The fracture sets forming the wedge are assumed to 
be continuous (k = l) on the scale of the slope considered.
b) The fracture sets forming the wedge are assumed to 
be discontinuous (k < l) on the scale of the slope considered.
c) The structures forming the wedge are: joint set
and joint set C are continuous on the scale of the
slope and a hypothetical tensile release fracture, possibly 
joint set B is located in the upper slope surface behind the 
crest.
a) Analysis of the Wedge Considering the Major Fracture 
Sets as Continuous (k = l) on the Scale of the Slope 
Considered.
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Orientations a) 218 UrZ For actual overall condition 
of the slope face in the 
sector of design No. 1.





c) 218 60 For a final pushback of 
60° of the slope face in 
design sector No. 1.
V o r t  i  a o I  h o i  crVi +  n f  + h o  u/oH era ( M  ̂ =  P P < -P+-
rock
The analysis of the stability of the wedge for the 
different dip slope angles is presented as follows.
1) Figures A7, A8, and A9 present the developed views 
of the wedge for the different dip slope angles considered 
in the analysis.
2) Figures AlOa, and AlOb show the direct shear and 
triaxial test results carried out on the quartz monzonite 
porphyry.
3) Figures All, A12 and A13 point out the graphical 
representation of the structures forming the wedge and the 
position of the resultant external forces (^ ) acting in 
the wedge for the different pit slope angles.
ty) Tables A^, A5 and A6 present the values of the 
uplift forces (UA1, UB2), the magnitude of the resultant 
external force (Ru )» the magnitude (Wa) and direction (^) of 




Area AGO = 4-8,690 ft 
Area BOO = 28,719 ft 
P = 2AA.31x106 lbs.
Scale
0
FIGURE A7. DEVELOPED VISV3 OF THE TETRAHEDRAL //EDGE FOR




Area AGO = 68,115 ft' 
Area BOO = 40,446 ft' 
P = 482.62x10° lbs.
Scale
0 40 80 120 ft
FIGURE A8. DEVELOPED VISN3 OF THE TETRAHEDRAL '/EDGE FOR A 
FINAL 55° PU3HBACK IN THE SLOPE FACE IN DESIGN 
SECTOR NO. 1.
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Area AGO = 69,326 ft 
Area BCO = A0,862 ft2 
P = 505-^lxlO6 lbs.
Scale
120 ft
FIGURE A9. DEVELOP 3D VIE/IS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL 7/EDGE FOR A 
















QUARTZ MONZONITE PORPHYRY 
R = 0.730; Syx = 35.0 (psi)
Shear Strength (psi)=-11.9+0 .626 Normal Stress (psi)
w * 5 -01
^table = 2 '51 
(99*)
<j> = 32°
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QUARTZ MONZONITE PORPHYRY 
R = 0.680j Syx = 6,^22 psi 
Failure Strength (psi) = 12,680+7*962 Confining Stress (psi)
tcai = ^-97 
W e  = 2 ^ 6
C = 2,2-50 psi
35POO
2 5 0 0 0
20000»
1 5 0 0 0 -■
10000
5 0 0 0
0.0
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FIGURE All. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STRUCTURES 
FORMING THE WEDGE, SHOWING THE POSITION OF 
THE RESULTANT EXTERNAL FORCES (Ru ) FOR THE 
ACTUAL OVERALL CONDITIONS OF THE SLOPE FAC
N
U92
FIGURE A12. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STRUCTURES 
FORMING THE HEDGE, SHOWING THE POSITION OF 
THE RESULTANT EXTERNAL FORCES (Ru) FOR A 




UAl NJ ■/ N
FIGURE A13. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE 3TRUCTUR 
FORMING THE WEDGE, SHOWING THE POSITION 
THE RESULTANT EXTERNAL FORCES (R„) FOR A 





V H UAl UB2 Ru cL we (?>
(10° lbs) (106 lbs) (106 lbs) (°) (106 lbs) (°)
0.1 4.56 ' 2.69 4.39 35 2^3.0 1.
0.2 18.23 IO.76 17.52 35 238.0 4
0.3 41.02 24.19 39.46 35 230.5 9
O A 72.92 43.01 70.14 35 223.5 16.
0.5 113.93 67.20 109.60 35 220.5 26.
TABLE A4. MAGNITUD2S AND POSITIONS OF THE EXTERNAL FORC
AND EFFECTIVE WEIGHT FOR AN OVFRALL (kz°) SLOPE ANGLE
V H UAl UB2 Ru < We £
(106 lbs) (106 lbs) (lO6 lbs) (°) (lO6 lbs) (°)
0.1 6.38 3-79 6.14 35 481.0 1.
0.2 25.50 15.14 24.55 35 473.0 3.
0.3 57.38 34.32 55-30 35 463.0 6.
0 .4 102.01 60.57 98.22 35 450.0 11.
0.5 159.39 94.64 153.46 35 438.0 18.
TABLS A5 . MAGNITUDS3 .AND :POSITIONS OF THE 3XT2RNAL FORCES
AND SFF3CTIVE XGHT FOR A 55° PUSH3ACK OF THiS SLOPS FAGE
Hv/H UAl UB2 Ru oC We i
(106 lbs) (106 lbs) (106 lbs) (°) (106 lbs) (°)
0.1 6.49 3.83 6. 2 k 35 503.0 0.
0.2 25.96 15.30 2k.97 35 496.0 2.
0.3 58.40 34.42 56.17 35 485.0 6 .
0.4 103.82 61.20 99.85 35 471.0 11.
0-5 162.22 95.62 156.02 35 460.0 17.
TABLE A6. MAGNITUDES AND POSITIONS OF THE EXTERNAL FORCES 















An example of calculation of the magnitude and position 
of the external force and effective weight for a saturated 
overall (42°) slope angle is as follows:
Considering
H / H  = 0.5
Area ACO = 48,690 ft' 
Area BCO = 28,719 ft' 
P = 244.31 x 106  lbs
H = 225 ft
UAl = ± P Area ACO 3 max UB2 = i P Area BCO 3 max
UAl = A x 62.4 x \ x 225 x 48,690 i^xft3
ftJ
= 113.93x10° lbs
UB2 = x 62.4 x x 225 x 28,719 lb
ft:
x ft = 67.20 x 10° lbs
The magnitude (Ru ) and direction (o() of the resultant uplift 
forces in the wedge are determined as follows.
20 + 2 t,
f  +
$
\ UB22 +UA12 - 2UA1UB2 oos






Ru = ]j(67.20x106 ) 2+(113.93x106 ) 2-2x113.93x106x67.20x106cos69°
Ru = 109.60 x 106 lbs
= arcsin H n6?°o\. arcsin 109.60x10°
06 - 35° from UAl (Figure Al̂ +)
The magnitude (tf ) and direction (p) of the effective 
weight acting in the wedge is determined as follows*
We » 2 2 0 .5 • 10 Lbs.
R, , *1 0 9 .6 0 '1 0  Lbs.
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5) The engineering graphical stability analysis for
the wedges are shown in Figures AlA, A 15 and Al6 respectively.
6) The determination of the factors of safety for the 
wedges is presented in tables A7 , A8 and A9 respectively.
The factor of safety in the wedge is calculated using 
Equation ^7 .
An example of calculation of the factor of safety for 
a saturated slope { d ^ / d  * 0.5)> with an overall (42°) slope 
angle is as follows:
1. A great circle is drawn through N. and C- ( i t f  ) ,1 3 e
and the angle^^ between these points is determined from 
the stereonet (Figure AlA).
2. The projection of this great circle will cut the 
plane of strength of the wedge (AB) at point G, and the 
angle (t_) between points N. and C is determined from the
1 a  1
stereonet (Figure AlA).





_ tan 52° _ 1 1.
1 - t m ' W  - x-n
b) Analysis of the tfedge Considering the Major Fracture
sets as Discontinuous (0 '̂ k l l)




























For actual overall 
conditions of the slope 
face in the design 
sector No. 1.
For a final pushback of 
55° for the slope face 
in the design sector 
No. 1.
For a final pushback of 
60° for the slope face in 
the design sector No. 1.
Vertical height of the wedge (H^) = 225 ft




FIGURE Aik. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL






FIGURE A15. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL
WEDGE FOR A FINAL 55° PUSHBACK OF THE SLOPE FACE





FIGURE A 16. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL
WEDGE FOR A FINAL 60° PUSHBACK OF THE SLOPE FACE
(CASE OF CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES).
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Case No. V H ta<°> YJi (0) F3
ci 0.1 50 25.5 2.50
0.2 50 28 2.24
r\
"3 0.3 50.5 33 1.87■r%
°4 0.4 51.5 40 1.50
r\
"5 0.5 52 49 1.11
TABiLS A7. DCTCRIMINATION OF THS FACTOR OF 3AFSTY Fi
THS ACTUAL 42° OVSRALL SLOPS ClONDITIONS
Case No. V H *a<°> (°) F3
"1 0.1 A 9 24.5 2.52
°2 0.2 49 27 2.26
C3 0.3 49-5 30.5 1.99r\
~4 0.4 49-5 35.5 1.64
n
"5 0.5 49-5 42 1.30
TA3LS A8. DSTSRMINATION OF THS FACTOR OF 3AFSTY F(
A 55° SLOPS FACS PUSHBACK
Case No. V H U 0 > n i (0) FS
A 0.1 48 24.5 2.43
<2 0.2 ^7.5 26 2.24
c3 0.3 47*5 29.5 1.93
0.4 48 3^.5 1.62
r\
"5 0.5 48.5 41 1.30
TA3LS A9. DSTCRMINATION OF THS FACTOR OF 3AF2TY F(
A i60° SLOPS FACS PUSHBACK
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Fracture Set Max. trace length Min. spacing in the K
observed in the fracture sets
fracture sets (Figures Al8a and
(Figures A17a and Al8b)
A17b)
A1 48 ft 0.5 ft (observed) 1.0
G 12 ft 0.6 ft calculated @ 0.95
8$%
For fracture set Al, K * 1.0 by the fact that the rock 
fabric elements in this set are controlled by the faults, 
whose persistency is seen at least two benches in the 
sector of design.
The analysis for obtaining the proportion of joints (K) 
of the rock fabric of detail lines 6 and 7 has been calculated 
as follows.
1. Locate the position of the cardinal point North 
and plot the bearings of detail lines 6 and 7» to an 
appropriate scale.
2. The joints falling within the design sets (Al and 
G) are plotted on these detail lines.
3. The measured characteristics (trace length and 
minimum true spacing), for each design set in detail lines 
6 and 7* are accumulated in histograms; then cumulatives 
negatives exponential distributions are fitted to the datas 
(Figures A17a, A17b, A18a and A18b).
4. A cut off 8 5 % was chosen for the spacing 
distribution of joint fracture set G, in this particular
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situation (Figure Al8b). The selection of this value, gave 
a calculated minimum spacing of 0.6 ft for joint set C; 
which reasonably represent the rock fabric of design set C 
when checked by visual inspection of pictures of detail 
lines 6 and 7, respectively.
5. The proportion of joints (K) in each mean plane of 
weakness is determined using the following expressions
^ _  Max Trl_____
MaxTrl +Min Jsp
where
Max Trl = Maximum trace length observed in the joint set (ft) 
Min Jsp = Minimum joint spacing observed in the joint set (ft)
As an example, consider design set C.
Max Trl = 12 ft
Min Jsp = 0.6 ft
K  = -----1 2 _ f t ------  _
12 ft +0.6ft
The analysis of the stability of the wedge is presented 
as follows.
1) The developed views of the wedge for the different 
dip slope angles is sketched in Figures A8, A9 and A10.
2) The shear and triaxial test results on the quartz 
monzonites porphyry are presented in Figures AlOa and AlOb 
respectively. Table A10 shows the apparent friction angles
for each fracture set used in the stability analysis.
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As an example of calculation of the apparent friction 
angle for mean fracture set C, for actual overall 42° slope
angle is as follows. Considering:
Area ACO = 48,690 ft^ (Figure A7 ) ^  i/JN̂ = 24
P = 244.31 x 10° lbs 
K = A = 0.95
t  ̂ (Figure AlOa)
C = 0 psi
t = 51°
C = 2250 psi (Figure AlOb) 
tan (b = 7.962 
U.C.S = 12,680 psi
A n n . * 43° (Figure All)
* v  X




Nc = 0.91 M
Nj = 0.91 W
2 tan
tan i = (1~°-95)*7,962~1 + 0,95 tan (320 +40)
Tn 2 7.962
tan 6 = 0.7519
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^ _ (l-A) Cr x x Aa c o ^A x 1*44 x Aa c O x C
1C n
CR = ip = ^ 3  = 300 psi
SF = a scale factor of laboratory conditions versus 
in situ conditions. Abel (1980), Pratt et al 
(1972). For this specific situation this 
factor was assumed equal to 7»5
l _ (1-0.95) X 300 X 144 X 48.690 _ 0 m,..TC “ 0.91 x 244.31 x 10° ' 0.^731
1*AC = Arc tan ('tan fn + tc^
^AC = Arc tan (°*7519 +0,4731)
<Uc - 50-8°
3) The engineering graphical stability analyses for 
the wedges for different dip slope angles are sketched in 
Figures A 19, A20 and A21, respectively. The determination 





6 12 18 24 30 36 42 <8 ft
FIGURE A17a. TRACE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTURE SET Al.
-0.19x
5.26 ftmean







1.5 30 4.5 6.0 7.5 0.0 105 ft
A18a. SPACING DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTURE! SET Al.
-0 .31x
3.23 ftmean
0.615 3.0 45 6 0  7.5 9.0 105 12 ft
FIGURE A18D. SPACING DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTURE SET C.
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Slope Orientation Fracture Set C Fracture Set
218° 4-2° 50.8° 32°
218° 55° 47.4° 320
218° 60° 47° 32°
TABLE A10. APPARENT FRICTION ANGLES USCD 
IN THS STABILITY ANALYSIS
Case No. V H ta<°> "Ii <°> ?S
•-1 0.1 58.5 25.5 3.42
C2 0.2 5 8.5 28 3.07
=3 0.3 59.0 33 2.56n 0.4 59.0 40 1.98
<5 0.5 60 49.0 1.51
TABLE All. D ST SRI'ul NATION OF THE FACTOR OF SAFETY
ACTUAL 42° OVERALL SLOPE CONDITIONS (DISC0NTINU0U3
Case No. V H t.<°> <°) F3
'nui 0.1 56.0 24.5 3.25
r%"2 0.2 56.0 27 2.91
r\
"3 0.3 56.0 30.5 2.52
'-t
w4 0.4 56.0 35.5 2.08
r\ 0.5 56.5 42 1.68
TABLE A12. DETERMINATION OF THS FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR A 
55° 3LOP3 FAG3 PUSHBACK (DISCONTINUOUS STRUCTURES)
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CD O • V H O•H F3ci 0 .1 56.0 25 3-18
0.2 56.0 27 2.91
0.3 55.5 30 2.52
0.4 55.5 35 2.08
C5 0.5 55.5 41.5 1.64
TABLE A 13. DETERMINATION OF THE FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR A 




FIGURE A19. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL






FIGURE A20. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL
wedge f o r a final 550 pushbac k of the slo p e





FIGURE A21. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL
WEDGE FOR A FINAL 60° PUSHBACK OF THE SLOPE FACE
(CASE OF DISCONTINUOUS STRUCTURES).
s r -2595
c) Analysis of the //edge Considering Fracture Sets and 
C Continuous, Plus a Tension Release Fracture located on 
the Upper Slope Surface (Figure A22a).
The input parameters for the wedge analyses are as 
follows.
The analysis of the stability of the wedge is presented 
as follows.
1) Figures A22a and A22b show a graphical representation 
of the structures forming the wedge and the developed views
2) The results of the physical testing for the quartz 
monzonite porphyry are obtained from Figures AlOa and AlOb 
respectively.
3) Figure A23 presents the graphical stability analysis 












for a pushback of 60° in the slope face.
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FIGURE A22a. REPRESENTATION OF THE TETRAHEDRAL VEDGE VITH 







FIGURE A22b. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 0? THE STRUCTURES 
FORMING THE WEDGE (TENSION RELEASE FRACTURE 





0 to 80 120
Area D3F = 9,212 ft2 
Area AODP = 52,^9^ ft2 
Area B330 = 32,006 ft2 
PAD3?B0 = ^53*67x10^ lbs.
FIGUR3 A22c. D3V3L0P3D 71333 0? TH3 T3TRAH3DRAL JEDGE 3ITH A
TENSION R3L3A33 FRACTURE FOR A FINAL 60° PU3HBACK 







FIGURE A23. GRAPHICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL 
WEDGE WITH A TENSION RELEASE FRACTURE FOR A 




The face of a slope has a strike of N 52 W and a 
dip of S 60° W. The upper surface of the slope is 
horizontal. This slope is intersected by two mean planes 
of weakness A and B and a tension release fracture, having 
the strikes, dips and properties listed in Table Bl. The 
line of intersection EF of the tetrahedral wedge daylights 
the slope face and the vertical height of the slope is 225 
ft. It is required to determine the factor of safety of 
the slope.
Figure Bl presents the dips and strikes of the planes 
of weakness forming the wedge and the coordinates of the 
points A1B1C, A2B2D, A3BB3 and A4B4A in a Cartesian 
coordinate system. The analysis of the wedge is 
effectuated as follows.
l) Determination of the equations of the planes 
forming the wedge (Equation 49).
a) A1B1C (Mean plane A).




- 8 53 0
21 4 -58
= -30741 - 464j - 1145k
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- 3074i-464j-n45k = 0(x-93)i+ (y-47) j+(z-225)k
A1B10: -x-0.2y-0.4z = -184 (l)
b) A2B2D (Tension release fracture) 
(x-120)i+(y-95)j+(z-225)k]j*)[ll0l-6J+0lc] x [ oi+17j-78k ( = 0
t A,J
Ak




[(x-120)l+(y-95) j+(z-225)fc] •[ 4681+8580j+1870k
A2B2D: x+18.3y+4z = 276l 4 (2)
c) A3BB3 (Mean plane B)





















(x-180)l+yj+(z-225)kj • [oi-5120j+2,88oft 
A4B4At -y+0 .6z = 127 (4)
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Scale
A t = (93.^7.225) C 
A2 = (120,95» 225)D 
A3 = (257,51.225)B 
A^ = (180,0,225) A
Bj_ = (Ui+,51,167) E
B2 = (120,112,147) F 













Slope Face Orientation 




STRIKE 0 DIP 0
N 29 2 70 SE
N U W k8 SW
N 52 W 60 SW
N 52 W 0 • 0




♦B = 32° i3 '
■A = 8°
0°
Height of Slope = 225 ft
TABLE Bl. GEOMETRY AND PROPERTIES OF THE MEAN PLANES OF 
WEAKNESS OF THE TETRAHEDRAL WEDGE (VECTORIAL 
APPROACH).
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Solving Equations 1, 2 and 3» and 1, 3 and k simultaneously, 
the coordinates of points 2 and F are determined as 
2(96, 110, 165); F(l58, -^5» 133) respectively.
2) Determination of areas in the wedge.
Area AC2F = Area A A C S  + Area^ASF.
AreaAACS = 12 ACxAS = -3OOO1 - 450 j - 625 k
Area AACS = 3. 097 ft2
AreaAASF = 12 ASxAF = -oklOi - 222k] - 3650k
AreaAASF = 7» ?0 k ft2
Area ACSF = 3, 097 ft2  + 7 ,7 0 k ft2  = 10,801 ft2
AreaA CDS = 12 CDxOS = 330i + ^.350j + 785.5k
AreaA CDS = k.kjj ft2
Area 3DSF = Area^3DS + Area^BSF
Area AED3 = 1 30x32 = -2,6701 - 2,100j + 5,228k
Area ABDS = 6,235 ft2
Area A32F = 1 j21 BOxBF i = -6,iH0i - 5,^2**] + 11,850k
Area ABSF = ik,5 2 k ft2
Area BDSF = 6, 235 ft2 + 1^,524 ft2 = 20,758 ft2
3) Determination of the centroids of faces CDS, AC2F 
and BDEF.
a) Centroid of face CDS * (°XCD2* °YCDS* °ZCD2^*
Q „ 81.^.230 ±,,26 . 13? ft
XCD3 3
u 100_, + ,8.9 ±.110 = 100 ft 
YCDS 3
n = 225 + 225 + 165 _ r+ ZCDS — — n— ------ ~ 2°5 tt
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Centroid of face CDS = (137,100,205)
b) Centroid of face ACS? = Centroid ofAACS +
Centroid ofA ASF 
Centroid ofAACS = (°XACE’°YACS'°ZACE^= ̂ ' 70,205)
Centroid ofAASF = (0XASF'°YAEF'°ZASF^ 121, 22,
The centroid of a face with a shape different than a
triangle is determined using the following equations developed
by Hay (1953)•
n n n
A.X. A.Y. * A.Z.
°x - a  -  —  0y = o x °z * xfi x x (5)5, A. 1 .2, A, z .2 A.1=1 1 1=1 1 i=l 1
where n « the number of triangles making up the face.
A^ = area of triangle i.
^i'^i'^i^ s coor^ na'tes centroid of triangle i.
Applying Equation 5 to face ACSF, the centroid of this face 
is determined as follows.
°ACSF “ °XACEF ’ °YACE? ’ ̂ ZACEF
o = 209Z..X 2 l_ -*-_7Z0ii x ,,121 = i n  f t  XACEF 10,801 llJ “
o = 30.97,,x 70 *-77Q!*.x 22 = , 6 f .YACSF 10,801 J 1Z
0 = 3097 x 205 * 770k x 174 = ftZACEF 10,801 ioJ zz
°ACEF = <*13.36,183)
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c) Centroid of face BDSF = Centroid ofABDS +
Centroid ofABEF 
Centroid ofABDE = (^XBDE*̂ YBDE*̂ ZBDE^ = (2°9 »66,205) 
Centroid ofABEF = (°xbeF#°YBEF*°ZBEF^ = (l88»22»17^)
°XBD3F = 6235 x 209 + 14.52*+ x 18820,579
°YBDEF
6235 x 66 + 1*+. 52*+ x 22
20.579
°ZBDSF _ 6235 x
205 + 1*+. 52*+ x 17*+ _
20,579




b) Determination of the volume and weight of the 
tetrahedral wedge.




♦ * ABxAS • AF
v = 1^3,350 ft3 
V 2 = 178,000 ft3 
V- = *+27.333 ft3
Volume Total = 1*0,350 ft3+178,000 ft3+*+27,333 ft3 = 7*0,683 ft3 
Assuming a density of the rock mass (P) equals 160 lbs/ft3 , 
the total weight of the tetrahedral wedge is:
P = 1.20 x 10® lbs
5) Determination of the centroids of the tetrahedrons
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AC DE, ABDE and ABE?.
The determination of the centroids of the three 
tetrahedrons is accomplished as follows:
a) Centroid of face ACDE = (°x a CDE*°YACDE,0ZACDE^*
XACDS A 1 t X
o = Q̂ t,-iQQ^82„t-ll.Q = n,YACDE ^ ^  IX
o = 16.5 = 210ZACDE ^ E10 ft
Centroid of face ACDE = (I28,75i210)
b) Centroid of face ABDE = (^XABDE* °YABDE* °ZABDE^
_  ______ . 230 *
XABDE *To , „ _  =  1Q °  *  3 0 0 * . 2 2 0  1  96 =  g
0 f.Q * 89 + 110 = ,0 ft
YABD8 4 5 rt
0 = 215.*_225 t_2.?.S_!L, l6j . 21Q ftZABD2 k dXb tX
Centroid of face ABDE = (182,50,210)
c) Centroid of face AB2F = (°x a 3SF’0YAB2F’°ZABSF^
0 = 1°Q * 3Q0..t. 26.* ,168 _ 66XAB2F 1+ lbb tX
°YABSF “ 0.1 .0 +-U Q -- 15 _ l6 ft
0 = 225 ♦ 225..+ 165 * 133 = 187 ftZABSF k 187 it
Centroid of face ABEF = (166,16,187)
The centroid of the block of rock in the tetrahedral wedge is
calculated using Equation 5» tout in this case, A^ is replaced
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by the volume of the tetrahedrons and (X^,Y\fZ^) are the 
coordinates of the centroids of the tetrahedrons. The value 
of the centroid of the rock block in the tetrahedral wedge is 
calculated as follows.
o = 1V3. 3-50x128+178.000x182+427. 333x166 = g, ..
XABCD3F 748,683 1 J IX
0 = 143.350x75+178.000x50+427.333x16 =
YABCDEF 748,683 “
0 = 143. 350x210+178,000x210+427.333x187 = 197 ttZABCD2F 748,683 ' IX
Centroid of the rook block ABCD3F = (163,35.197)
6) Determination of the unit vectors acting on planes
ACSF, CDE and BDSF.





| AO X GO
GO X DO
CO X 130 |
30 X DO
\t6 X 00 |
7) Determination of the forces of water acting on the 
tetrahedral wedge.
a) Porewater force in the tension release fracture (Fpnq,).
FCDS = 3 PMCDF X Area CDii
PMCDS = 62,4 x 60T lb/ft3 x ftl = 3.744 lb /ft
FCD3 = 3 x 3'7^  x ^ 33f e  x ft2 = O .056 x 108 lbs.
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b) Porewater forces on planes AC2F and BD2F.
FAC2F
BD2F
= - x 3.7W  x 10,801 







= 0.135 X 108 lbs 
= O .259 x 108 lbs
The magnitudes of these forces act at the centroids of the 
faces; decomposing these magnitudes in a Cartesian coordinate 
system we have the following expressions.
7AC3f, = 0.1334 • io 8x + 0.0197 • io 8y
 CDS - - °-°56 • lo8y
p"BD3j. = - 0.1972 • 108X - 0.1681 • 108Y
8) Determination of the resultant force (R) acting in 
the tetrahedral wedge.
R = iflTz + IP
"r = - 0.0638 • 108X - 0.2044 • 108Y - 1.20 • 108Z
a) Determination of the mode of sliding failure in the 
wedge.
a) Face AC2F;
R • Nacsf = (-0.0638i-0.20443-1•20k)108 • (-0.40i-0.30j-0.90k)
R • NAC3F = 1.17 • 108 7 0
b) Face BDEF:
8R • NBDgF = (-0.0638i-0.20Wj-1.20k)l0° • (-0 .22i-0 .^9j+0 .8^k)
R ' ^BDSF = -°-89 • 108 < 0
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The potential sliding of this tetrahedral wedge will be 
along the face BDBF.
10) Determination of the factor of safety in the 
tetrahedral wedge.
C - A + Nn tan (()+i) G • A + R-N tan (()+i)
T R - (R •N)N
= (-O.O6381-O.2044j-1 .20k)108 - (0.22i+0.49j-0.84k)
NBDEF = 0,89 1 1q8 lbs 
^BDSF = ^BDEF ^"^BDEF^ " 0-89 ' 10 (0.22i+0.49j-0.84k)
"nBd2f = (0-1971 + 0.44j - 0.76k)l08 
^BDEF^'^BDSF2('° * o638i-0 .2044j-1.20k )108- (0 .197i+0 .44 j-0 .76k )108
"^BDEF = (-°-26i - 0 .64j - 0.44k)108 
TBQ2p = 0.67 x 10 lbs
IbDSF = ^2° ^BDEF = 8°
FS = 0.89 • 108 tan (72+8°) _ 1 > n  
O .67 x 108
NBDEF 8-(-Ngg^p)
